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A orlMcal 3?0?iaw of the le made iu
whleh attention le fooaeaed on the offerte of prmlom workere to
prodroo thoorotlcaX melyseo o f om$ related problme# fh o lr roetO-te 
aro hrlofXy dioéusoeâ^
ïhe modal ohaft amd ecme stationary oago teste are thon 
doscrlboà* l’he aooaraey of the airflow moasurmonto was asoortained 
and the validity of using the Frossuf© Drop Oooffioiont (P#D$0#) was 
chmltQâf
toborformOe effects between the o'age and huntme had 
a profound influonoo on the Value of the Oago P.*D*0#a this of foot 
Varying for different types of hmton arrangement* It was ahmm 
also, tlrnt the oage 'P#8*0# may be asmmed constant# whatmrer its 
position in tho (nhllned) duct,
M  Section 4i the Pressure Drop ThooQr of Dr* Eynoars 
(In conjunction with whom sme of this work was carried out) la
Formulae are proposed which define the P#D#G* of both 
a single cage and two cages in the eid#%#0ido position at their
zpassing place in the shaft* Both atatimary and moving cages are 
Considered*
fhoeo'ecjuations defining the P*D#G*#e for stationary 
Cages were verified uo^ iig the results of tl#w prevlom woi&ers and
a correlation eoeffiolont of 0*% was obtained for the 28 types of 
model Cage considered*
Section S# after a dmcriptim of the pressure recording 
equipment, deals Wth 0m m  model teats on moving Cages#
Recordings were made which showed the effect of the 
hnntion spacing on a test length prgaswré drop with a Cage moving 
f in It* Those indicated that the effect on the accuracy of the
A
recording diminished as the cage speed to air velocity ratlov increase 
The reduction in airflow as the cages passed was shorn 
to he more accurately detectable by means of a centrally positioned 
pito1>^ stat:lc tube then by the flowmoter Itself, whose readings 
fluctuated greatly*
An attmpt ms also made to evaluate tho theoretically
predicted Inoreaae in P*B#G# of the two cages passing, when they were 
in the slde*by#slde position, compared with the stationary value,
but no detectable difference could be found for the range of cage
 ^ speeds available#
Finally# tho Influence of the dlrootlan of the eaga 
movmeat, rolativo to tho afirflotr, on tho Value of the cage P.D,0. 
tme llluetratal* Somo measure of miooeaa was aoMovod In eorrolatlng 
some moving cage test rosuXte with tho thoorotloal ôage P.D#0* values 
predicted from tho Prwsuro Drop Theory#
In the last pnrt of this work, an attempt haa heon 
made to predict certain conditions which might arise In tho upper 
horizon of a two horizon mine using single cage t;lnd*lng in one of its 
shafts*
An equation is put forward which defines, for t:imo 
steady oondltions# the clrouiBStaneqa necessary for stopping the 
airflow in the upper loved, in terms of the circuit resistances and tho
cage and fan pressure characteristics*
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0 H â F T B R 1
s m m m m
In rodent yoar©,. mime dhaft© havo beecmo inoroadingly 
âmp and tho mine working© moro Oonomtrated. Cltoatid oondltlon© 
under thooo olromotanow would havo dotorioratod rapidly if it 
had not been for the gmeral raloing of ventilation etandard© to 
their preeent level. That thi© ha# been accomplished is due in 
no small measwe to the efforts of mmy workers# both in the field 
and in the laboratory,
Whereas the ventilation capacity used to be considered 
relatively unimportant# the tendency now 1# to design the shaft 
primarily for this purpose, Since all the mine air has to pa# 
through the shaft and the quantities flowing are on the increase# 
the cost of the power absorbed is becoming higher. It is therefore 
of prime importance to reduce the shaft energy losses. To this end# 
much work ha# already been done# particularly as regards the smoothness 
of the shaft walls and the streamlining of the buntons.
However# it is well Imam that appreciable distmrbances 
to the ventilation of a mine can be caused by the movement of cages
l.a
in the ©haft* Hence the effect© m  the ventilation must he token 
into acoouht when cage ©iso© and winding speeds are being planned#
This particular aspect ef the problem ha# also been 
the subject of extensive investigation* Most of the work has been 
Carried out at the Mning Department of the Royal College of gcienCe 
and Technology# (B.aegow# but there is still a great deal to be done* 
Three works have already been presented on variou# facet© of the 
problem and tliie investigation represents a further step toward# the 
fuller understanding of the a#odynmical resictance of a mine cage 
and the factor© influencing it*
The scope of the chsptere ie a© follows
In thie chapter# a critical review of the literature 
closely connected with the problem under investigation is presented. 
Some of the résulté of these previoue investigationa have been used 
later and tho relevant data is given here# Since the problem ie 
related to that of train© and tubs in restricted airstrems# attention 
has also been focussed on the works of Bryan# Blaho and Butler. In 
particular# great emphuSis has been placed on their various theoretical 
considopatiom# for comp#lson with that presented in Ghapter 4 of this
1.3
work# %  addition# mention is mad© of oovorol other papers which 
have a more general bearing on the investigation#
Section (a) doscribea the equipment used for a aeries of 
model teste using stationary oagoo in a wind tumel built up to 
roproeent a mino shaft#
The purpose of the teats of Section (B) was to determine 
the factors which influence the cage Pressure Drop Ooefficient* As 
well as Checking seme of the previous results# tests were conducted 
to show the influence of the cage position in the shaft# the presence 
of buntons# the bunton spacing and the presence of a ladder ccmpartmont# 
on the cage P»B#G#
In addition# mphasis was laid mi tho accuracy of the 
determination of quantity of air flowing in the duct#
SkateJu-
In this chapter# which is mtrîr^y the work of 
Dr. Eyncarsî and without which this work would b© Incomplete# an 
attempt has been made to establish a theory of mechanics], energy 
changes due to moving' cages in the ailr flwing in the shafb wliich
1.4
would generalise all the results 00 far ofetainod,
%  the basis of oorao ©implliÿ'lng assumptions# a 
gmwal formula ha© been darivod which 03tprosoos tîié F.B.O. due 
to a moving Cage in terms of all the faotora taken into account,
This formula enabled the theoretical prediction of the P*B*0# due 
to two cages moving in opposite dirootlone for two exbremo capes# vie.
(a) two cage© 0ide*by»oidO
Cb) two cage©' outside the interactlen ©one*
In order to verify the derived formulae# tho F.D.Q,*© 
were calculated for those cages where P#B.O.*s had been experimentally 
determined by Gteveneen and Wilkie. The diserepancy between the 
corresponding calculated and measured values was leas than 10 per cent 
in all but a few cases.
Here# some furth# model teats are described# this time 
using moving cages.
Section (a) gives details of the equipment it was necessary 
to use to obtain a continuous recording of the pressure fluctuations 
in the duct plus some practical notes on its operation.
1.5
Section (B) contains a description of the tests ihich 
wore carried out» For purposes of eorrelation with the stationary 
cage tests# recordings were made# with the dago moving# to illustrate 
the effect of the hunton spacing mâ to shew tho Inarms o in pressure 
drop# as the Cages passed# of the omtral test length# As -wel3, as
these a tost, reoording was made to shw the effect of the cages
passing on the air qiiantity flawing In the duet#
Another test was done to indieate the effect of the
direction of motion of the Gage (l.e, with or against, th# airstrem)
on the pressure drpp of the test length containing it» In connection 
with this phmcmmqn an attempt was also made to correlate some 
test results of movln^ f cage P#D#0»% with those predicted by the 
'Pressuré Drop Theory advanced in Ghapter 4»
Here# an attempt was made to predict# from a theoretical 
point of view the conditions necessary foV' the stopping, and the 
reversal of airHot? in the upper horison of a two horizon mine using 
singlo Cage winding* On the basis of the simple network theory# 
for time steady conditions# a tentative effort was made to determine 
a gmeml aquation»
1,6
It was found that a ç.mplotatÿ gmeral solution would 
have involved the fourth ordor of thé air qumititiéo flotfîng* However# 
for certain oonditiom# it was poeuihlo to produce a moro apoeifie
equation though difficulty was found here also ai%ioo the formula 
neeeaaarlly involved eueh quantities as the fan eharaotoriatic*
The results of the tests and theoretical ©Chômes are 
fully dlàéussêâ where thqy occur in their appropriate sections. In 
this chapter# the Various conclusions are summarised in chronological 
order and their limitations defined#
2,1
0 H A P T B R 2 
A ORITIGAL REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Any attempt to dieousB all tho literature, "both 
directly connected with and related to the euhject of this work 
would he a task of tremendous scope. Although it may he said that 
much of the existing ?/ork in connection with conveyances moving in 
mine shafts has "been carried out at this Department, there are many 
related publications, some with a direct, others with a marginal 
hearing on these Investigations.
In this chapter it is intended to present the conclusions 
of some of those investigations and to at least mention the more 
important works which are of particular interest and use here.
These various works will, of course, he listed in the reference 
hut in the meantime it is felt that attention should he dravm to 
their findings without the necessity of reading; the works themselves* 
Much experimental data has been collected and some of
it will he used in suhsequent chapters of this work. That used 
will he given in this section.
2»2
HggMggh_at.jthe Mining Popartraent of the HoYaLOolleee of Solenoe
and Technology, Glasgow.
The first paper published from this Department, related 
to the general field of the current investigation, was 
"The Effect of Standing Tubs on the Resistance of line Airways 
by Tests on Models" by W* Miller and Professor A*M* Bryan (l).
This work contains much experimental data as well as a theoretical 
section in which an attempt is made to deduce a general equation 
for the pressure losses due to a tub* All the tests were carried 
out on model roadways, using two different tubdasigns*
Various conclusions were reached in the eight sections 
of the paper and the following are of interest here#
It was seen that the effect of a tub was fairly local 
and that there v/as a critical interval beyond which the loss due 
to a number of tubs was that of a single one times the number*
It was noted also that the pressure loss incurred in a given length 
of roa.dway by a train of tubs was less than for the same number of 
tubs spaced out along that length* These two statements illustrate 
the presence and effects of the physical phenomenon of interference 
between the tubs*
In addition, it was opined that the pressure losses due 
to a tub could be divided roughly into two parts, vis*,
(a) Wake Losses - occurring at the downstream end of the
2*3
tub arising from shook and eddying duo to the higher 
velocity stream behind the tub*
(b) Surface Losses — which occur in the restricted area around 
the tub and arise from the increased velocity along the 
walls of the airway and from the friction and turbulent 
effects due to the surfaces of the tub*
For th© two tub sises and the two different types of 
roadway used it was found that for a train of up to 6 tubs, the 
loss
P 8 4 H b
where P ^ pressure loss a « wake loss
H S» number of tubs b ^ surface loss
a and b depending on the slg© and construction of the tub and 
its lining*
It was found that smooth linings reduce the surface loss, 
while the wake loss remains fairly constant for the same tub.
In the next section of the paper, a general equation 
for tub loss was deduced in terms of the dimensions of tub and 
roadway* This equation consisted of two parts, one representing 
the wake loss and the other the surface loss*
Til© theoretical wake loss is given by
p o a 0 (yl^v)2
2g
2.4
Y/her© V » mean velocity of air passing tub
V Ï3 ** " " " downstream of tub
C experimental coefficient for a specified tub and
airvmy at stated air density yj*
This may be written
/ \2 2
P £3 0 I \
A ~~ B, j ^2
where A “ cross section of airway
a « end area of tub
Q « quantity of air flowing*
The surface loss, due to increased velocity on roadway walls 
and turbulent effects of the tub, can be covered by an Atkinson 
type equation
«
(a - a)^
where 0  ^ experimental coefficient 1 «* perimeter of airway
If =» length of tub » and perimeter of
tub
Thé total loss for a single tub then becomes
(a "
P . 0 A - & - Y  _ £  + çijdiJus-Lâ:
I A - a  J g , ,3
Coefficients 0 and C depending on design of tut, nature of walls
2.5
of airway and possibly on shape of cross section of roadway#
It Y/as also stated that an expression for the waJc© lose
could he deduced from consideration of the force on a flat plat©
normal to an air stream* In th© above notation
2
p =. k_wJL_a
2 e A
where k is an experimental ooefficient.
Tests were also carried out on th© pressure drop duo 
to tubs standing side by side, the results showing a marked increase
in both wake and surface losses#
This investigation was about the first in this particular
field and was the forerunner of many others written in a similar vein*
Fot only did it provide much experimental data and emphasise the 
advantages of systematic model testing for this type of mine 
ventilation problem, it also attempted to base its findings on a 
Bound theorotioal basis. As such, it represents a first step to 
the fuller understanding of the phenomena#
It is interesting to see that the difficulty of carrying 
out tests OB moving cages was appreciated even at that stage 
" The problem of teats on moving tubs is difficult with models, as 
the speed requires to be multiplied in accordance with the scale of 
the models "# The effect of the direction of tub movement, relative
to the air stream was also noted#
2 .6
Professor Bryan, In summarising the work, said that the 
model tests showed the importance of the tube as a factor in airway 
resistance and that the subject was one which merited more 
consideration and further investigation* In fact, after the war, 
a great deal of work v/as done on the Continent into methods of 
reducing shaft resistance by experiments on models but this was 
confined to the shaft furnishings; the influence of the cages was 
ignored*
The next important work on this aspect was g 
"Mine Ventilation Investigations* Section C; Shaft Pressure losses 
due to Gages" by A* Stevenson (2),
Here, stationary cages were used in a model shaft and 
the investigations covered single cage rope guide, double cage rope 
or rigid guide, and quadruple cage rigid guide installations as well 
as an examination of the effectiveness of reducing the resistances 
of cages by attaching fairings* Some of the preliminary work 
included the installation of the wind tunnel and fan unit which were 
used in the present work# In this section also, the Pressure Drop 
Coefficient (F*D*G*) of a cage v;as defined as the ratio of the 
pressure loss produced by the cage to the mean velocity head in the 
shaft#
The conclusions reached were, briefly, as follows ?
(i) Relationship betvmen P*B*G# and number of docks H.
2.7
This v/as found to *b© of the form
P.D.O, - a + b m
in complet© agreement with Miller and Bryan for train© of 
tubs# For each series, the loss du© to shock (frontal and 
wake losses) was constant, again in agreement with Miller 
and Bryan, and th© lose due to friction and eddying was 
directly proportional to the number of docks#
(ii) Effect of loading cage with tubs — reduces the energy loss
due to eddying in the space between decks and affects the shock
losses# This effect was also noted by Miller and Bryan in 
the case of tubs full to the top*
(iii) Effect of Coefficient of Fill Of — the gra,ph of P*D*C* to
a base of 0^ was a type of parabola*
(iv) Effect of cage shape — scop© of this section limited but
a slight reduction in P#D#C# was evident as the cage frontal
shape alters from square to rectangular, probably due to 
velocity profile in the duct#
(v) Effect of Streamling*
doukouski aerofoil nose and tail pieces were fitted and 
it was found that the shook losses were considerably reduced*
Tests wore carried out on all the installations using 
straight sided fairings on both nose and tail and their benfite noted*
In addition, when the change was made from the rope guide to the 
rigid guide installation it was found that the huntons produced a 
noticeable influence on the P#D*0*
The cage P*D*0#*s were measured with the oages apart 
and in the side-hy-side position for a large number of types of 
oage# This data, together with the table giving details of the 
model dimensions proved ideal for the purpose of verifying th© theory 
proposed in Chapter 5 and the relevant information is given in 
Table 2.1,
Also stated is the fact that for all the many types of 
cage tested, the region of duct over which the models exerted mutual 
influence was, at worst, twice the wind tunnel diameter. Hence 
the resistance due to the cages can be assumed to be the sum of the 
individual resistances.
In his general conclusion, Stevenson dravm attention, 
inter alia, to the need for investigation into the effect of the 
buntons ?/hen cages are moving relative to them in a rigid guide 
installation and in his "suggestions for future ?Jork" points out 
the necessity for tests with moving cages and th© development of 
a pressure recording device.
This next stage v/as carried out by A* Wilkie and the 
results and conclusions are reported in his "Study of the Effects 
of Moving Gages in Shafts" (3),
Al/2
1.70
4*m- g
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oMaoh of IVflkxe’o work Involved the conatruotion of a 
euitahle recording manometer and an investigation into its response 
to oscillating pressures# A-great amount of investigation and 
modification was necessary before the equipment5 full details of 
which are given in Chapter 6j was finally ready for use# %is 
included the testing of various types of transducers — a variable 
capaoltanoe type being finally chosen — and? also worthy of note, 
the installation of a three-quarter radius pitot tub© flowmeter# 
Only then could Stevenson*© work be extended*
After some preliminary investigations into conditions 
in the wind tunnel, tests were then carried out on both stationary 
and moving cages# Borne of the more relevant (to the present 
investigation) conclusions are given in the following 3
(a) Stationary Gage Tests
These were conducted mainly for purposes of comparison 
with the subsequent moving cage testa and the conclusions 
reached were substantially the same as those of Stevenson# 
Some of the data collected will be used lator in Chapter 5 
and that used is given in Table 2*1#
(b) loving Cage Tests
(i) Influence of passing cages on shaft resistance*
Here, the variations in test length pressure drop 
were plotted as a percentage of normal# In spite of the
2,10
advantages enumerated for this method it is felt that it 
might have been better to record the test length pressure 
drop with the cages stationary as well as that produced by 
the moving cages* The recorded valueswould thus allow a 
more direct comparison "between the pressure drops* The 
limitation of Wilkie*© method* as he as at pains to point 
out* was that when comparing the stationary curves* plotted as 
a percentage of normal* with those for moving cages* no 
qua.ntitativ© account could he taken of the reduction in air 
flow caused "by the increased resistance when the cages were 
passing* An attempt was mad© to record the variation in 
flowmeter head while the cages were passing hut its natural 
fluctuations precluded any reliability being placed on 
the results* Further reference will he made to those 
aspects of the problem in Chapter 6*
It was found that the addition of fairings lowered the 
maximum pressure drop with ver%^  little change in the length 
of the 0ome of interaction* From an examination of the 
many records it can be seen that* in the range of cage 
speeds available* the effect of increase of cage speed on 
the maximum value of the pressure drop is completely random*
(11) Influence of passing cages on conditions upstream and 
downstream from the passing place* These records
2*11
illustrated the fall and rise In static pressure respectively* 
more particularly with the larger cages*
(ill) Influence of a cage passing on conditions at that point* 
These tests showed, the increase In pressure (below 
atmosphere) corresponding to the higher velocity due to the 
reduced area available for flow* Also indicated was the 
rapidity of the retmm to steady conditions after the cage 
had passed*
In hie conclusion, Wilkie opines that the temporary 
decrease in quantity flowing is probably the most serious 
effect produced by the passing of tv/o cages, but depends on 
(a) the shape of the fan characteristic, (b) the proportional 
increase in total circuit resistance and (e) the inertia of 
the air in the circuit| factors (b) and (c) probably causing 
the reduction in quantity to bo less in a full scale shaft 
than in the model#
Following this work, the next investigation to be 
published by this Department was "Fluctuating Pressure, in the Min© 
Ventilating Circuit, Caused by Single Cage Winding" by H* Stewart (4) 
which, as can be seen, is concerned with certain other phenomena in 
the mine ventilating circuit* However, one section of this work, 
that concerning the pressure drop produced by a moving cage, is of 
particular interest here*
2*12
work is concerned with investigating the behaviour 
of the ventilating aire under the unsteady oonditioas produced by 
the movoment of a single large cage in one of the shafts. In tests 
using one of the cages, the pressure drop due to the cage was plotted 
against {it t v), where u is the air velocity and v the oago 
spaed, for five air velocities at each of six cage speeds, These 
graphs are given in Fig* 2,1 and the results will be used later in 
Chapter 6, Knowing the mean air velocities, the cage P,D,C#*8 
could be calculated and also the coefficient of velocity 0^
and the results used to check the theory proposed in Chapter 5*
The range of air and cage velocities and the cage dimensions are
given on Fig# 2*1#
It was thought that the individual lines of Fig, 2*1
would form one line when plotted on a single graph, but such was not
the case* The reason for this is possibly tied up with the
hcorrection factor,’ which was used to compensate the effect
1# 17
of the moving cage on the total resistance of the fan circuit so 
that the true air velocity could bo calculated,
Research at Other Institutions
In addition to the extensive research which has been 
conducted at this Department, much work has also been done and many 
problems are in the process of being investigated at other institutions,
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both in the United Kingdom and abroad, in this and in other olosely 
related fields.
An extensive programme of shaft research is being 
conducted at the National Mechanical Engineering Research Institute 
of South Africa (5). The current work includes a study of the air 
flow resistance in shafts but bo far has been confined to the 
aerodynamic design of the shaft’s internal structure* Ho tests 
have been carried out using moving cages, only *’A Theoretical 
Analysis of the Dynamic Behaviour of Rope Guided Mine Shaft 
Conveyances"* It is intended that the work of the Institute and 
of some other independent workers in this field will shortly be 
published as a Symposium on Shaft Resistance and the Design of 
Shaft Equipment*
As stated earlier, much work in the cam© vein, i#e. 
shaft furnishings, has been done by investigators in the IJ*,S*S*R, 
and in Germany* In fact, two Russian mine ventilating engineers, 
Khokhlov and Ouchakov, did some work on moving cages at this 
Department during 1960-61* It is on the shaft lining and cages 
installed by them that the present work has been based*
Another useful paper is "The Estimation and Reduction 
of Aerodynamic Resistance in Mine Shafts" by J#G. Bromilow (6) 
which summarises much of the work in this field and quotes some 
of Stevenson’s results* In addition, It indicates the practical
2*14
means by which these results can be applied both in the design of 
a mine shaft and the calculation of its resistance*
It will have been gathered that most of the work so far 
has been conducted on scale models and the reliability of the 
results, when applied to full scale installations, has also been 
the subject of detailed investigation by several groups*
It will be appreciated that one of the principal 
difficulties arising from the use of air models is that they cannot 
generally be used at the same Reynolds numbers as the prototype* 
While Reynolds number is generally accepted as a good correlation 
factor for turbulent flow, it isjusually necessary to extrapolate 
the curves to the higher ranges*
It has been suggested by Jones and Hinsley (?), on 
the basis of tests with two different sises of models, that a 
better correlation is obtained on the basis of mean velocity* In 
other words, the mean velocity can bo used as an approximate 
similarity parameter for turbulent flow in this type of model.
Thus, the model can be operated at the same mean velocity as the 
prototype, and in this way the necessity for extrapolation is 
avoided*
This possibility was also noted by Ghasteau (8) 
who obtained much better correlation on a basis of mean speed than 
on Reynolds number* His tests were conducted on 12 in* and in.
2*15
diameter models of a 24 ft diameter shaft and on the full scale 
shaft Itself#
An interesting series of tests has been carried out 
conjointly at University College, Cardiff and in the field, into 
the problem of "Induced Hoad Tunnel Ventilation", and this work 
has been reported by the National Engineering Laboratory, East 
Kilbride (9) (10), The investigation concerned the prediction 
of likely traffic induced velocities in tunnels of various dimensions 
with various traffic conditions* The experimental work consisted 
of tests on a laboratory water tunnel analogue, full seal© experiments 
in the liondon Airport Tunnel, and tests on a laboratory model road 
tunnel*
While these investigations were primarily concerned 
with tunnel ventilation for the control of toxic gas contamination, 
an attempt was made to supplement the experimental results by a 
simple theoretical consideration* On the basis that, in still 
external atmospheric conditions with steady traffic flow in the 
tunnel, the forward drag of the vehicles upon the air in the tunnel 
is balanced by the wall friction drag plus the retarding forces due 
to entry and exit losses, the following equation if applicable*
Oy Ay n i ^ ( u - v ) ^  » + k
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where 0^ » Vehicle drag coefficient
Ay « Vehicle frontal area 
n « Humber of vehicles in tunnel 
u « Vehicle speed 
V « Induced air speed 
C.J. =» Tunnel wall drag coefficient 
es Wetted area of tunnel 
k «3 Tunnel end loss factor 
A^ ^ Cross sectional area of tunnel 
^ *=* Air density
This equation, since it was the induced draught v 
with which the author was concerned, reduced to
V m  -.......  - ....... ^
1 + /k At + Ot Pji
J  \  \  £
where *« Tunnel length
*» Tunnel perimeter
I
B *» Vehicle spacing ( -
and denoted a straight line passing through the origin. This did 
not agree precisely with the experimental lines and it was found 
necessary to subtract a factor C^ , dependent on the type of 
traffic, to provide a better fit. After manipulation to establish
2*17
suitable values of k, 0^ and 0^ the formula was proposed as 
a working basis for prediction of induced air velocities* It was 
conceded that the analysis was an over simplification but it was 
considered adequate for the practical purposes of tunnel deslgsi. 
Although it has not been stated by the author, it is 
felt that one of the main discrepancies is duo to his assumption 
of a constant induced draught, 1*0* flow everywhere in the direction 
of motion of the vehicles* In fact, this is not so; it is knovm 
that a high pressure is set up at the front of a moving vehicle 
and a low pressure in its wake, Hence the flow in the vicinity 
of the vehicle will be in the opposite direction to the main 
induced draught*
Another fact, allegedly shovm by the test results was 
the effect of the interference drag of the vehicles on each other 
at various spaoings* These values, obtained by manipulation of 
the equation, aro shown in Table 2*2,
Models Model Spacing Brag Coefficient 0
Riley Saloon Card 
(2f in* long)
Bedford Truck Models 
(3& in, lone)
1 ft
2 ft
3 ft
2 ft
4 ft
0,500
0,605
0,798
1,18
1,48
Table 2*2
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However, It Is felt that this effect must be clue to 
eome other influeno© eauoe, according to many results given by 
Hoerner (ll), the interference should be negligible even at the 
lowest l:;ffc spacing, for this else of model. This is also supported 
by the results of the present investigation and in fact, by all the 
workers in this field at the Department* The general order of 
the ratio of spacing distance to vehicle size at which interference 
effects cease being not more than four or five#
Possibly, In the case considered, it might have been 
more advantageous to have calculated the drag coefficient for one 
vehicle and introduced a separate interference factor based^on the 
vehicle spacing*
Yet another series of testa have been carried out 
this time at the Technical University, Budapest, the subject of 
the experiments being the "Drag of Trains in Tub© Tunnels" (12)*
The author, M# Blaho, undertook model tests on trains in a duct, 
the bulk of the experimental work consisting of measurements of 
the pressure distribution along the duct and the drag force acting 
on the train for different lengths of trains and fill coefficients* 
This work differed from that of Butler and his oo-workers, 
in that the fill coefficient was of much greater importance, being, 
in this case in the range 0*36 to 0*63 compared with values of
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0*035 and 0*065 in the road tumieX tests* Also, Blaho was 
principally interested in evaluating the drag of the train rather 
than the air flow caused by its passage, It is worthy of not© 
that while Butler’s test method is the more correct in principle 
in that the vehicles are moved relative to the tunnel and the air 
speed measured, Blaho’s procedure, that of exhausting the air and, 
with the train held stationary, measuring its resistance, is the 
commonly accepted routine test method* For cages in a mine shaft, 
of course, it is necessary to move the cages and exhaust the air 
simultaneou sly *
From the experimental work, the conclusions are
briefly s
(a) There is a sudden pressure drop at the for© part of the
train*
(b) The pressure drops linearly alongside the train, but much
more rapidly than in the empty tunnel.
(g) The pressure increases in the wake of the train du© to 
the widening cross section# Also, from the previous 
works it is clear that there is an energy loss in the 
wake which is independent of the length of the train*
An attempt was made to derive an equation for the 
train’s drag coefficient* It is felt that although the formula
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proposed may be of use in certain specific oases, its general 
application is limited by the fact that it does not include 
certain variables. The more important of these are the shape 
of the front and rear of the train and the rougîmess of the side 
walls.
It is stated that when the train is running in the 
open, it Of when the fill coefficient is sere, the oqiiation gives 
a drag coefficient of unity* This is correct as the formula 
stands, but, contrary to the statement that this is in fair 
agreement with experience it must be pointed out that Hoemer 
quotes values varying from 0*38 upwards, showing quite clearly 
the dependence of the drag coefficient on the shape of the train, 
its length and the nature of its surfaces.
Although there are many text books worthy of mention 
In connection with this work and Indeed, several a,r© given in the 
References, it is felt, with aUl due respect to the others, that 
one in particular deserves special recognition. This is "Fluid 
Dynamic Drag" by S.F. Ho earner and it is true to eay it is an 
outstanding treatment of the subject, of great use to engineers 
who have any concern whatsoever with aerodynamic or hydrodynamic 
drag.
Reference has already been made to It in this Oh#tor
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In connection with vehicle and interference drag. Suffice 
it to say that great use was made of Dr# Hooruer’s treatise 
throughout this project#
3.1
C H A P Ï E R 3
SMIOMARY PAGE TESTS 
(a) EQUIPMENT
Introduction
Having thoroughly studied the background of the 
problem, it was now proposed to donduot stationary cage tests 
using the equipment at our disposal, with only minor modifications# 
This was necessary not only to check qualitatively the results of 
the previous workers but also to investigate some of the phenomena 
which were brought out by an analysis of their results, and still 
remained unexplained* All the experimental work was carried out 
using the one typo of cage and shaft lining which is described in 
this Chapter* Although this might appear a limiting factor it 
was felt that it would be sufficient for the scop© of this work 
and that the selective use of the known data would provide ample 
material for correlation of the theory advanced in Chapter 5*
3.2
The Model Shaft
The experimental wind tunnel was oonotruoted using 
circular steel ducting, and equipped with model buntono, guides, 
cages and ladder compartment so that it was an exact replica of a 
full scale shaft with, a© near as possible, complete geometrical 
similarity*
The'tunnel itself was built up from sections of 
circular steel ducting, eèoîi 6 feet long and 11^ inches nominal 
internal diameter, the sections being bolted together with rubber 
gaskets at the joints# Five 4 foot long sections, each made up 
of two half cylinders bolted together along longditudinal flanges 
were also used# The upper half of each of those sections was 
made of thick perspex with strong stool flanges, the sections 
being placed at convenient points along the length of the assembled 
wind tunnel# Those provided very useful observation and access 
points, being disposed strategically along the duct# Removal 
of the perspex section was very simple so that dismantling v/as 
unnecessary when it was required to examine the cages or lining*
Tapped holes, designed to allow the insertion of a 
pitot-etatio tube, were provided at various points along the duct 
and when not in use, air tight metal plugs were screwed into these 
holes* As a final precaution against air leakage into the 
ducting, plasticine was used to seal all joints and tapping holes*
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m#10 wind tunnel wasrlo) feet long and the layout, 
indicating the position of the perspex sections, tapped holes etc* 
is Bhovm in Pig# 3#1#
Shaft Lining
The pattern of guides and huntons used here is shown, 
half sis©, in Pig# 3#2, with one of the cages in position#
The oentre huntons, made of f-” x I*” I section, were 
situated at 8|-** centres along the duct and the side hUntons 
similarly, while the guides wore constructed of f*” x f-” channel 
section, brass# In addition, strips of x •§** brass were fitted 
along the ends of the huptons to give the necessary rigidity#
These strips were fixed to the duct wall© by self tapping screws# / : 
A© well as these features, the shaft was also equipped with a 
ladder compartment made of lengths of cardboard and supported by 
struts of the same sise and section as the huntons#
The lining was made up in lengths, all the components 
being soldered together making up a total lined length of 70 feet# 
Thus the various test lengths, as described in part B of this 
Chapter could be so situated that a reasonable settling length 
was provided to help improve similarity between the model and full 
scale# At the same time, sufficient empty ducting remained at 
the inlet end to allow insertion of the flowmeter where the airflow
Scales Half Size
Bunions 
1** X i’* I^Section 
at ore.
Guides 
X U-Sectlon
Cage
Strip
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would *be 0ul}30ot0d to the minimum of dieturhanoe*
The Cage g Its Drive and Control
The cages were made of wood and were of a very simple
two deck design as shown in Fig* 3*3 which gives the leading
dimensions, The cage shoes were mounted on spring loaded strips 
attached to the sides of the cages and ran inside the channel 
section of the guides* Thanks to the care taken in their 
construction and in the soldering together of the guide lengths 
very little trouble \ms experienced with this arrangement.
The nominal breaking strength of the rope was 538 lb 
80, as an additional safety precaution, It was fixed to the cages, : 
as illustrated, by easily broken links of soft wire. Thus the 
breaking of these links would prevent any serious damage to the 
cages and lining. In addition, it was found in practice that the ' 
rope tension could be adjusted such that the rope would slip on 
the driving pulley if the cages stuck for any reason#
The cages were driven by a l|* h#p, 3 phase a,o, motor 
fitted with a continuously variable hydraulic reduction gear, the 
power being transmitted to the cages by friction drive on the 
circumference galvanised steel rope passing 1& times round a 
10" diameter driving pulley. With a motor output torque of 
510 in«lb« at all speeds from 5 to 124 r,p,m, in either direction,
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this meant that a rope pull of 162 lh« was available to drive 
the cage at any speed from 12§ to 325 ft/mln* Tension was 
maintained on the driving rope t>y the tail rope which passed from 
the cages round a tensioning pulley on which cheese weights xmve 
hung#
The motor was fitted with a, reversing starter, and, - 
for convenient operation, a set of remote Control buttons for this 
starter wae connected.to the end of a long wander lead* This 
enabled the motor to he started from any desired position along 
the duct* In addition, the starter could he operated automatically 
hy the cages themselves hy means of micro-switches with speciallyi - 
designed actuators fitted inside the duet at the end of the lining* 
These switches stopped the motor before restarting it in the opposite 
direction, thus preventing accidental over-run of the lining by the ■' 
cages, and alloîdng completely automatic operation if required*
The Fan / ^
The air was drawn through the wind tunnel by a . 144“ Inch 
Howden centrifugal fan driven directly by a 20 h#p* a*o* motor 
running at 2,850 r*p#m* lo speed control was available so that a 
throttling device was necessary to control the air quantity flowing 
in the duct* A butterfly type shutter, situated at the fan inlet, 
was used for this purpose#
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The fan inlet was connected to a 45^ T-Junction piece 
at the duot outlet by a length of 12 in# diameter Bpimtube, this 
arrangement being suitable for many reasons*
One Important consequence was that it left a blank 
flange on the main line of the duot through which the driving rope 
could pass to the cages without interfering v/ith the fan* It 
helped damp pulsations from the fan at their source and allowed 
easy alignment of the fan motor to the ducting* At the same time, 
it prevented vibrations being transmitted from the fan motor unit* 
These vibrations would have an adverse effect not only on air flow 
conditions but also, quite conceivably, on the relatively weak 
perspex sections*
The Flovnfteter
A threé-quarter radius pitot tube flowmeter was used 
for measuring air flow in the duot*
This instrument vms made up using four pitot tubes 
and four equally spaced static holes in the wall of the duct#
The pitot tubes were positioned at 90^ intervals on the throe- 
quarter radius* The static holes, at least 10 pitot tube diameters
upstream of the radial part of the pitot tube, were in line with 
the pitot tub© mouths, but lay on diameters offset 45^ from thoso 
on which the pitot tubes lay in order to avoid interference# The
Static
Tube
Pitot
Tube
zz:
(Ç SA
zz:TT
static 
Tube Pitot 
Tube
Fig# 3 » The Flowmeter
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arrangement le shown in Fig* 3*5 which clearly illustrates its 
compact and simple design*
Although several devices had heen used "by past 
investigators, it had heen found that this instrument had many 
advantages* - It had negligible lose and a fairly constant 
calibration coefficient of about unity for varying velocity , <;
distributions arising from change of Reynolds number or other 
cause©# leasts had been successfully carried out to show this, and 
a theoretical basis advanced (13)* In addition, it could takeinto 
account asymmetry of flow and, since the three-quarter radius 
position of the pi tot tubes was close to the, point where the 
contribution to the flux was greatest, better accuracy could be 
obtained than with a centrally placed pltot tube if irregular 
velocity distributions were encountered* On the other hand, the 
velocity fluctuations were greater in this position, making the 
manometer more difficult to read*
The settling length upstream of the measuring section 
varied, in different standards, from 3 to 20 duct diameters* In 
general, in the absence of any upstream disturbance causing flow 
asymmetry, a settling length of about 10 diameters ensures a 
velocity distribution which resembles the final one fairly closely# 
Some authorities in fact, give 3 or 4 diameters as sufficient 
provided a shaped inlet is fitted to reduce inlet disturbances#
318
The shaped inlet largely reduees the ©ffeot of the end of the pipe 
acting as a sharp edged orifice*
In this case, the flowmeter was situated some 12 diameters 
from the inlot and a hell mouthed entry was provided*
Instruments
In addition to the flowmeter described above, for the 
measurement of static air pressure use was made of pitot-static . 
tubes in conjunction with two water manometers#
The former were standard h#P#L* typo round nosed pitot- 
statlo tubes while the latter were both Bets Projection Manometers# 
The application of a differential pressure caused a change in water 
level inside the stem of the instrument* This change was observed, 
through an optical system, on a long, finely divided scale which was 
suspended in the water from a float# The total range of the 
manometer was 0 to 400 mm# f#0# and the smallest scale division was 
0*1 mm. W#G#
The fact that two manometers were in use made 
simultaneous measurements easy and T-piece manifolds were available 
which allowed connections to bo rapidly switched without interfering
with the instrument#
A typical test set up is illustrated in Fig# 3#7 which 
shows the whole layout of the duct and its associated equipment#
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IntroduotioB
Having acquired complete familiarity with the
equipment, all was now ready to conduct a series of stationary
cage experiments into the several, phenomena which it was felt
necessary to investigate* The principal factors influencing the
scope of these tests were (a) The limitations of the equipment..
(h) The necessity for correlation v/ith ,
' the moving cage tests (Chapter 5)* -
(o) The necessity for correlation with 
the theory (Chapter 4)*
(d) The avoidance of needless repetition 
of the tests of previous workers* ::
In addition, emphasis was laid on the determination of . 
the accuracy of the tests and any unforeseen effects were Immediately 
investigated*
The tests were suMlvided as follows §
(a) Calibration of the Flowmeter, Including an investigation 
into the flow conditions immediately upstream and 
downstream of it#
(h) Note on the use of the Pressure Prop Coefficient (P#D#C.) 
together with tests relevant to its use*
(e) The determination of the P*I)*0# of the stationary cages
3.10
at the point where they pass and their gsone of 
interaction*
(d) The investigation of the influence of the hunton 
spaoing on the cage P*D*G. This was done for two 
different types of hunton arrangement: in addition,
the influence of the ladder compartment was ehovm*
(e) Tests to find the P.D.O* of the cage in an unlined 
length of ducting and the influence of its position*
Calibration of the Flowmeter
The section of ducting relevant to this part of the 
work is shovm in Fig* 3,8*
The initial attempts to calibrate the flowmeter were 
carried out by means of velocity head traverses at tap © t  
immediately behind it* Tit© traversing method was judged to be 
the most accurate possible in the circumstances* Another means, 
the log linear method, was considered and rejected on the basis 
of the experience of previous workers who found the traversing 
method just as good, for the same number of measuring points, 
without the attendant difficulties of positioning the pitot-statio 
tube at a predetermined position*
Only vertical traverses were possible but it was 
hoped that these would be sufficient* The method of traversing 
and calculating the mean speed is set out in The British Standard
-p
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Code (14) and it might he appropriate to give a hrlof summary 
here*
The pitot-atatic tuhe waa moved from one side of the 
duet to the other hy equal inoremente, measurements of velocity 
pressure heing taken at each station# A plot was then made of 
V/#Q* to duct diameter. Ten points on the traverse 9 each 
specified as a certain fraction of the duct diameter were then 
marked on the graph and the corresponding values of .yj~^  noted#
These were arranged, giving ^  h^  ^ from which the mean velocity 
head h can he found.
The mean velocity is got from the relation
Vmean " V " V  V 'J
where W « density in Ih/ft^
and h « velocity head in inches W.6.
Traverses were done at various air speeds, under similar 
conditions of temperature and pressure. At each air speed, the 
flowmeter reading was noted together with the limits of its 
fluctuations and the true mean velocity and mean velocity head were 
calculated from the traverses.
Some typical traverses are given in Figs. 3*9 and 3.10 
plotted on a hase of duct diameter. In addition to the mean velocity
0) *
(a) Travers 0 No#l i/o 6,7 mm. W,G
11
« 15*4 mm. W*GTraverse No
10
10 11
♦H
20
(c) Traverse No*5
10 11
Usiag Gapillary Tubes
of Fluctuation at Tap 12
Tap 12
(a) Travejrse No,6 i/D
(No Capillary Tubas)
21.3 ■15
8
10o 10
25
TO
I
I
, / Tap U
(b) Traverse No*8 i-yo v ^  = 21.7 
(No Capillary Tubes)
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pressure readings it was decided, in view of tbeir magnitude, to 
plot the upper and lower limits of the fluctuations, as seen on the 
manometer* It soon became apparent that the traverse measurements 
were subject to fairly large fluctuations and the amplitude of these 
has also been plotted. In general, it can be said that the amplitude 
at the duct centre ie usually less than at the sides while the 
fluctuation^ at the lower air speeds is much less than at the higher* 
This does not, of course, mean that the calculated velocities are 
more accurate at the lower speeds since the percentage variation 
from normal remains about the same*
An attempt was also made to find the effect of damping 
the pitot-statio tube readings by using short lengths of capillary 
tubing inserted near the instrument. Figs* 3*9(o) and 3.10(a)
show traverses at the same mean air velocity the former utilising
capillary tubes, the latter without. It can be seen that no 
improvement was obtained*
Also, more particularly at the lower mean air speedsg
it was found that a pronounced asymmetry existed in the vertical
velocity profiles, these being more smoothly rounded at the upper 
part of the duct. It was thought that this effect was probably 
due to the proximity of the perspex half sections which allow, due
to the smooth nature of their surface, the more rapid achievement
of a fully developed velocity profile*
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It wee becoming apparent that the large fluctuations 
at tap @  were most likely due to the air flow disturbance caused 
by the presence of the flowmeter only 1*12 feet upstream of it. 
Although it had been thought that the disturbance could bo ignored 
it was evident that it was, in fact, sufficient to spoil the 
aocuraoy of the traverse*
Therefore, in an attempt to Improve the accuracy it 
was then decided to conduct traverses at tap approximately 
5 diameters upstream of the flowmeter and 7 diameters downstream 
from the duct inlet*
A specimen traverse Is shown in Fig* 3#lO(b). It is 
immediately seen that, especially at the duct centre, the pressure 
fluctuations have become very small even at this, the maximum air 
speed# Nearing the side walls, the amplitude of the fluctuations 
again increases*
This pointed to the interesting possibility, described 
in Chapter 5, of using a central pitot-statio tube at this position 
in the duct# Since the flowmeter reading was subject to fairly 
large fluctuations, measurement of the variations in air quantity 
flowing with the movement of the cages in the shaft was well nigh 
impossible* A central pitot static tube would show this, 
qualitatively at least. A preliminary test of this stage showed 
a 10 per cent reduction in the reading at tap (8 when the cages
3,3
were together at the centre of the duct compared with vihen they 
were far apart#
It was noted, also, that some aeymmetry in the velocity 
head profile still ezieted. One fairly likely reason for this: 
could he the presence of the pitot static tube shaft hut unfortunately 
it was not possible to check this hy traversing from the opposite 
direction since no tapping was available# Bad fitting of the 
gaskets could conceivably have an adverse effect but it is improbable 
that both joints — one at tap 12 , the other at tap 14 —  were 
the same#
As stated, traverses were conducted at both typings 
and the results of these are given in Table 3,1,
2
No,
4
Flowmeter
hm Range Ampl#d Temp.
Oj,
Conditions
Press,
n
8
Calc,
h^ v.
h
h
m
10
h AV.
m
/
12 <
1
s
3
4
5
14
9
6,7
9,2
11.9
15.3
21.3
21.3
21.3 
21.T
21.3
6* 3"^  T* 1
8,6 - 9.7
14.6-15,9 
19.5- 23^
19.8-22J8
21.3 - 22.2
20.7- 22.0
0,8
1.2
1.3
3.5
3.0
0 .9
1.3
71 .0
65.5
66.0
71.0
65.5
69.5
71.0
67.0 
69 .0
30.15
29.84
30,44
30.15
29.84 
30.29
29.71
30.47
30.36
6,5
8 .7  
11,6 
15.^ 0
21.7 
21,3 
21,6
20.9
0.970
0,892
0.976
0.955
1.018
1.000
1,011
0.910
0.940
0,986
0.941
0.987
0.977
1,010
1.000
1,005
0,955
0.975
Table 3.1 Flowmeter Constants
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Columns 1 and 2 give the tapping and the traverse 
number$ 3* 4 and 5j the mean velocity pressure reading of the 
flowmeter? Its range and its amplitude respectively; 6 and 7? the 
temperature and pressure obtaining; 8? the average velooity 
pressure calculated from the traverse# Column 9 lists the 
eorreotion coeffioients for the mean velooity head; Column 10, 
those for the mean velocity*
It can he seen that these coefficients fell mainly 
in the range 0*9 to 1*0 , though only in one case was a value
of exact unity obtained* At the maximum air flow, it can be seen 
that for tap © ,  the coefficients are all very close to 1# At 
tap @  they are aujbhing up to 9 per cent loss# However, it must 
be remembered that the flowmeter reading itself is subject to wide 
fluctuations (Columns 4 and 5) and does not easily lend itself to 
precise measurement in spite of the care exercised in reading the 
manometer#
With these facts in mind it was decided to use a
correction factor of unity in all subsequent computations#
In ooffiBion with Stevenson and Wilkie, all resistances 
were determined as a Pressure Drop Coefficient (P#D#0#)# This
was decided, not only to give ease of comparison with the data of
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these workers hut also because It was simple to evaluate and was 
a dlmeneionless ratio and oould thus be compared with the results 
of other investigators, whatever system of unite they used.
The P#D#0, was defined by Stevenson ae the loss in 
pressure due to any particular part of the arrangement divided by 
the mean velooity pressure of the air* It was used since ener^ 
losses in the air were being investigated. In addition, it oould 
be applied directly to a full scale arrangement if geometrical 
similarity was maintained and change in Reynolds number Is ignored. 
When calculating the P,D,Q# of a particular component 
in the test length, a cage say, it was necessary to assume that the 
overall P,D#0# was the algebraic sum of the caused by the
duct resistance and the P,B*0*^ due to the cage
i.e. P.B.O*Q « P.D.G, —  P.D.G,^
It has been shown that the resistance to flow in a duct 
is measured by the difference in the static pressure at the ends of
the duct (15)*
Briefly, for a straight parallel pipe, with flow parallel 
to the sides, the static pressure is constant at any cross-section 
and, at a sufficient distance from the inlet, the velocity 
distribution is the same at all cross-sections. How the mean total
3.1?
head is equal to the static pressure p plus the velocity head
corresponding to the mean kinetic energy of unit volume of air
passing the section. Let this velocity ho îT , hence the velocity
% '—  ^
head is /o v *
Consider a length of pipe AB. The mean total head
at A will he greater than that at B hy a pressure P, which is
equal to the work done on unit volume of the fluid in moving from 
A to B, i#e. to the resistance of the length AB of the pipe. 
Henco’^
2 2
"i" ^  \  H  ^
It was assumed that the velooity distribution at A
and B are identical, so that * Vg^ * Further, if the
static pressure difference —  p^ is small compared with 
or it can he assumed that « The equation theh
becomes
 ^ “ »A—  »B
The physical significance of this equation is that 
(in the special case of flow in a straight length of parallel pipe 
in whiéh the velocity distributions at the two ends are the same) 
the resistance is measured by the difference in static pressure
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at the t?/o endB#
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This gives the F#P*0# « ---—
p V2
As a oheokj it was dooided to conduot velooity traverse© 
at tappings @  and ®  where they oould he done on almost identical 
duct diameters* The graphs of velooity to duct diameter are shown 
in Fig* 3.11 (a) and (h), and it can he seen that they are practically 
identical# Any differences were prohahly due to slight variations 
in the trajectory of the traverse*
The approximate traverse diameter is shown in Fig# 3.11 (o).
Interaction of Two Stationary Gages
The next stage was to investigate the effect of the 
interaction of the cages, as they passed, on the P*D*C* at the 
centre of the duct.length# Test length (§)— 0) was chosen for 
this %)urpose since it provided a fairly short test length in which 
any abnormal effects would quickly he noticed* At the same time 
it was long enough to allow the cages to he moved over a considerable 
distance v/ithout Interfering with the pltot-statlo tubes at each 
end of the test length# The relevant section of ducting is shown 
in Fig. 3.12*
The method used was to position the cages side hy side
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and then to gradually move them apart, fir et in one direotion, then 
in the other, till no further eignifioant pressure changes took 
place# At the same time, measurements were taken of the differences 
in static pressure between taps ®  and ®  ♦ (2) and @  and
®  and atmospheric# In addition, readings were taken of the mean 
velocity pressure on the flowmeter and the distance apart of the 
cage centre lines at each cage position#
This was done at each of two moan air speeds, one the 
maximum 6l#7 f#p*s», the other much lower 32 f#p#s* and the overall 
F*P*C!#ls were calculated# It might be mentioned also, that the 
static pressure differences wore very steady, thus affording accurate 
measurement of their values on the manometer#
At the end of each test, the various readings were 
taken with the test length empty of cages# fhus, the F#1)#G# of 
the empty duct could be calculated and by subtracting this from the 
total P#3>#G#, the cage F*D#C#*s oould be determined for the various 
positions, from outside the ssone of interaction to the side by side 
position#
Figs# 3#13 (a) and (b) show the graphs of the cages* 
F#h#C#, as measured in test length ®  to 0) , plotted to a base 
of distance apart of the cage centre lines, for the two air speeds*
It is at once apparent that those graphs are almost identical showing
3,20
tîmt the P#D#0# Is constant for this range of Reynolds numbers#
Also, the Kono of interaction of the two cages, each 9" long, 
extended till the cage centre lines were 18" approximately aparti 
or, till the end faces of the cages were 9" apart#
I'he maximum F#B,0# of 3*16 did not occur when the cages 
were exactly side hy side hut when their centre lines were about 
4 inches apart# Also, it can be seen that the cage P,D#0# does 
not settle down to a constant value outside the sone of direct 
interaction of the two cages# It was soon recognised that both 
those effects were due to the influence of the buntons# Stevenson 
had noted this when changing from rope guide to rigid guide models 
and earmarked It for future investigation*
This affect was also shown by Roernor who demonstrated 
the extent to which the drag of a streamline body was increased 
through the addition or presence of a comparatively small obstacle# 
Even without touching the main body, the small one had an appreciable 
effect upon the flow pattern (separation from the rear)and drag „ 
coefficient of that shape* Of course, the effect would be less for 
a main body with some separation to begin with and a correspondingly 
higher drag coefficient#
At this stage it was evident that the buntone had quite 
an appreciable effect on the cage P*B#0# and a fuller investigation
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would be appropriate# This was espeoially desirable in view of 
the assumption, made earlier, that the total P#D#G» equalled the 
sum of the duct (including lining) and cage P,D#G#*s* Even at this 
stage it oould be seen that these interferenoo effects were exerting 
a relatively great influence on the accuracy of the tests#
However, apart from the anomalies associated with the 
buntons, the graphs were much as expected from the results of 
previous workers, showing, as they did, the considerable increase 
in P#B#0# as the cages passed#
The Influence of Bunton Spacing on the Gage P#D#0#
Having recognised that the presence and spacing of 
the buntone had an appreciable influence on the value of the cage 
?#P#C# it was now necessary to Investigate this effect in greater 
detail# The results previously obtained fox* test lengths ®  to 
0) and @  to 0) were used for this purpose# In addition,
tests were carried out in test length (3) to @  for reasons
to be explained later*
As depleted in Fig# 3,14? the buntons v/gto arranged In 
an even fashion, with all three of each set in the same cross section# 
From the previous results, the P#D#C# of both cages (length ®  to 
0) ) and of a single cage (test length @  ®  ) were know and
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%  subtraction of these two, the P#D.G. of the cage in test length 
®  to @  oould he obtained# These values are plotted to a 
base of cage distance from the centre line (starting just outside 
the sons of direct interaction of the two cages) in Fig. 3#15*
It is immediately apparent that the relative positions 
of buntons and cage had a great effect on the P#D#C# The peaks 
corresponded to a cage position where there was a bunton at each 
corner —  the bunton spacing being equal to the cage length; the 
troughs to the position where there wore two bimtons# one on each 
side of the cage and halfway along it* Intermediate arrangements 
gave F#D*0. values between those two extremes and with movement of 
the cage along the duct, the P#B*0# took the form of à wave vfhose 
wave length v/as^  equal to the bunton spacing*
Another interesting feature which emerged from a study 
of the graphs of Fig# 3*15 was that* outside the sone of direct: 
interaction of the two cages, the mean P,3*0# value and the mean 
wave amplitude of cage 1 were greater than the corresponding figures 
for cage 2# These values are given in Table 3*2, columns 1 and 2*
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1
Test 
Cage 1
2
Length ®- 
Oage 2
_ _ 1 ______ 4 5 , I. ...Ml—1! Mit»*
Test
Length
Both OagsQ Cage 1
Mean P#D*0# 0.87 0.79 1*66 1.65 0,77
lean
Amplitude 0,29 0,21 0.13 0.16
Table 3*2
It can be seen that the values obtained differ by more
than a negligible amount# The reason for this differenoe must be
the result of the presence of the ladder compartment# Not only
does this cause an uney.mmetrical flow pattern (see Fig# 3*11), but
also the juxtaposition of cage wall and ladder compartment hinders
the airflow and increases the resistance*
Fig* 3*16 illustrate the staggered bunton arrangement
in test length (D“ @  * Cage 1 only was tested and the resulting
plot of P*D*0, to distance moved is presented in Fig# 3*17* The
mean ?#D*G. and wave amplitude are given in Table 3*2, column 3
and it can be seen that there is a significant decrease from the 
corresponding figures for Cage 1 (column 1) at the centre compartment#
The wave length also has decreased to half the bunton spacing
distance, the maximum and minimum values corresponding to the cage
en
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positions shown.
Fig. 3.IB illustrates the plots of the F.P.O* of both 
cages, outside the sone of interaction hut within test length (§)
, Reference to Fig. 3*14 ehovm that when Gage 1 is in the 
position corresponding to maxlinura P*P#G*, Gage 2 is in the position 
corresponding to jnininmm P.D.G. and vice versa. %is position, in 
fact, is the one corresponding to maximum f.p.C* for the two cages 
together* I’hus, interference of the two waves occurs, resulting 
in the graphs shown. fhe average value of P.D.G. for the two cages 
is given in Table 3.2, column 4 together with the mean amplitude of 
the wave.
Graphs 3*16 (a) and (h), representing readings taken 
on each side of the centre line are almost identical , as expected*
It may he said that although all the points on the graphs are taken 
from the high speed tests, the results from the low speed tests were 
identical.
It was also noticed that there was a slight, hut 
peroeptahle increase in P.D.G* as the distance between the cage 
centres increased* It is thought that this is probably due to the 
fact that both cages were wholly in the rougher metal ducting of the 
wind tunnel when they were further apart.
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The P.B.C. of the Cage in an tinlineâ jDuot
From a oomarieon with previous works it was seen that 
the P.D.O. value obtained for the oage (approximately 0.8) in the 
furnished shaft was very much higher than the figures quoted by 
Stevenson for cages of a similar si%e and fill coefficient# It 
v;as therefore thought that it would be of use to measure the cage 
P.D.O# in an unlined section of the ducting#
As the model stood, the only possible section was 
that at the inlet end of the wind tunnel, Fig# 3.8* However, to 
avoid taking, measurements too near the inlet it was necessary to 
modify the ducting by removing a perspex section, shifting the inlet 
sections and inserting a 6 foot section between the boll mouthed 
entry and the tost length. A $ inch rod was fitted to the cage,
and holes bored in the top and bottom of the ducting so that thé
cage position could be varied, in the vortical plane, right across 
the duct section# The arrangement is shown in Fig* 3*191
Initially, the F.B.O# of the empty test length was 
found. Also, an estimate was made of the P.D.O# of the length 
of rod necessary to support the cage by inserting the appropriate 
length into the ducting and measuring the additional pressure drop# 
The pressure drop of tes't length ©  — v;as then measured,
as the cage traversed the win^ tunnel#
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It was fogmâ that even vei^ y slight yawing of the cage 
produoad a oonsider^hle increase in the test length pressure drop* 
Actually^ this provided a simple means of ascertaining that the 
cage waS| In fact, facing directly upstream since in this position, 
the pressure drop vms at its lowest value#
The mean velocity pressure .was also measured, and from 
these results, the cage P#D*G* was calculated for each cage position# 
. In the first instance, the cage was in the position 
shorn in Fig# 3*19# The next stage was to repeat the procedure, 
this time with the cage turned 90 degrees, thus simulating the 
effect of the cage moving across the duct a,t right angles to the 
first diameter#
The results of these traverses ax^ e.^ ahom in Fig# 3*20 
together with sketches showing the cage positions*
Figs# 3*20 (a) and (1>) show the cage position and P#D*0* 
values at each station in the first traverse# It was found that 
the arithmetic mean of the F*D,0# values was 0*355, all the traverse 
values heing within 4 per cent of this# The second traverse,
Figs# 3*20 (c) and (d), gave a mean of 0*348, the individual 
traverse values again helng within 4 per cent of this value.
(a) lit Cage Position
(b) Cage P.D.O.
(c) 2nd Cage Position
r  3"
(d) Cage P.D.C
L.
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ïh© Immediate ooncluBion wliioh oati be reaohed fma 
these results Is that, In general, the P,D*0# of a stationary cage 
is praotioally the same for all positions in a duct* However, 
this does require some qualifloation since the graphs of Fig* 3.20 
(h) and (d) are by no means straight and constant*
It can be seen that there is a tendency for the P.D*0. 
to be slightly lower in value towards the upper half of the duot— 
this effect may be due to the slight asymmetry of the vertical 
velocity profile which was noted in a previous section. Also, as 
the cage approaches the duct walls, there appears to be a slight 
increase in the value# However, these effects are small
and for practical purposes it would appear that there is only a 
slight BTTQT in assuming that the P#D#0# is constant#
Of much greater interest her© is the fact that the 
cage P.D.O#, at a mean value of approximately 0.35 less than half 
that obtained with the cage situated in the shaft lining. This 
clearly shows the considerable influence of Interference between 
the cage and the shaft furnishings, notably the buntons and the 
ladder compartment.
As stated previously, the effect was noted by Stevenson 
when changing from rope guides to rigid guides. Unfortunately, 
different types of cages were used in those installations so that
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the interferenco effects for the types of shaft furnishing used 
cannot he estimated#
c h; A P’ ® B K 4
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The Formulation of the Preliminary Equation
The problem of th# determination of the pressure drop 
due to cages moving in mine shafts involves so many variables, even 
when feS'ome simplifying assumptions have been made, that it is quite 
impossible to solve it by means of model investigations alone.
It has been shown (l6) that the general relationship 
determining the dimensionlese pressure drop coeffioient takes the 
form
f
§/0T'
where M « laoh Ho. ** l^ s^rnoMs Ho#
ta Froude Ho. B *» Scale Factor
** Ratio of cage speed to mean air velocity 
Constancy of the Scale Factor is required for geometrical similarity;
4.E
Vthe ratio o on account of kinematic similarity; lach, Froude
V
Emd Reynolds numbers pn account of dynamical similarity*
In this chapter an attempt will be made to determine
the form of the function f j on the basis of some simple
theoretical considerations#
The following introductory assumptions are made#
(a) The compressibility of air is ..neglected since the mean 
air velocities in mine shafts are far below the Velocity 
of propagation of sound waves in air*
(b) The influenoo of the gravitational forces of air is neglected* 
This is a normal assumption made in most aerodynamical 
considerations on air resistance*
(a) The friction factors do not depend on the value of Reynolds 
number# This assumption has been found to be true in almost 
all measurements which have been carried out in mine shafts 
and shaft models* This was also proved in the model tests 
described in Ohapter 3#
(d) The pressure drop, as a result of interaction between the 
cages and the buntons is not considered separately and the 
X>reEOnoe of buntona in the shaft is taken Into account in 
the overall friction coefficient of the shaft. Considering
the great influence of the buntons and their spacing on the
' 4*3
cage which was shown very, clearly in the-model
.;. to0.tB, this assumption is recognised as the weakest jsoint 
of the construe ted theory# Although the extension of the 
following theory to include the hunton spacing seems to he
possible, it would require a great amount of additional
!
investigation* Of course, in shafts with rope guides 
instead of rigid guides and huntons, this restricting 
assumption loses its importance*
In order to calculate the pressure drop caused hy 
the presence of a cage in the shaft, the sum of the energy losses 
and eventual energy gains due to the moving cages has to he 
©stahlishod*
Usually, the energy of the streams flowing in ducts 
and pipes is expressed in terms of total head which is the energy 
of one unit of weight of fluid flowing* The difference in total
heads in two cross sections of the same area is equal to the
I
difference in prospurs heads#
The P*D#0* of a cage 0^ is defined as the ratio of 
pressure head losses A caused by the cage, to the velocity 
head calculated for the mean shaft air velocity*
4.1- r  AH AH - Z  A p
§/®v2
4.4
fhe following ©ourcee of energy change due to the 
cage will he coneidered*
(a) Facing wall of cage *
t
j Energy gained or lost due to facing wall of moving
cage*
fi
- AK^ Energy lost in contraction or ©xp!jaaiêion of the
air stream in the cross-section of thé facing wall#
(h) Space along the length of the cage t
I
i AH2 Energy lost or gained along the side walls of the
cage#
It
- A Hg Additional energy loss along the shaft wall due
to the increased air velocity in the space between 
the shaft wall and the cage sides#
(o) Rear wall of the cage a
t
± AKj Energy gained or lost in the wake behind the cage*
ti
- AHj Energy lost in contraction or expansion of the air
stream in the cross-*section of the rear wall of 
the cage*
It will be assumed that all the above energy changes 
are independent of each other and are therefore additive# The 
larger the cage, the better this assumption holds. However, some 
results obtained by Stevenson in model tests on the influence of 
nose and tail pieces on the cage state that this assumption is
4#5
valid, to a certain extent, for relatively short cages, %7ith one
or two decks* f
Î
The energy change quantities will now he calculated#
<
.i A  j The drag force .acting on the facing wall of the 
cage is defined by
^ . Ac sign (V-V^) ........  4.2
where Oj^  Brag coefficient of facing wall dependent on its
shape#
jL «» Area of facing v/all of cage#j j I- — • « r- 'i p
V *=» Mean shaft air velocity»
=« Gage speed
« Air density»
If the cage movee in the opposite direction to the 
air flow, the cage speed has to he taken with a negative sign#
V&en the cage moves in the same direction as the air, hut at a 
greater speed than the air velocity, the drag force does not resist 
the air flow hut even helps it# This means that the drag force 
changes its direction and the cage thus oontrihutos energy to the 
air stream# To denote this change of direction of the drag force, 
the function sign (V - has been introduced in equation 2 and 
takes the following Values
m x M z
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sign *] t
sign (V - V^) » Ï- X
vâlén ?■ ^  V,
when V z. V
fhe work clone W  # e  drag foroo over a dieliahcje & ie
,2
«3,. ^0 y ( V - V ^ r  e l® » (V  -  V ^) Lj
t3). ** **' **** 4*3
fhe total weight of air in the length h i©B
* 4#4
where g gravitational acceleration
A *s oroBB oectional area of the ©haft
Â  ^ length of the cage
fl#B “A h.
$ a
a
»
a 2/^ g [ I.Q A oI
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%r introducing the follov/ing dimenBlonlesB ratio©
Q ^ fill coefficient
1 A
V
0
# ratio moan air epeod
4*6
4*7
4*7
c # . 0k 3?atio ùm0. length
£ shaft length along whloh pressure drop
Is measured*
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equation 5 earn he written
O3. ^  Gf <1 - Site» (1 - 6^) y2
Û  %  *
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^ 1 fhe energy losses due to oontraotlon or expansion
of the air stream can he oaloulated using the Oamot Borde 
hypothesis» as follows
................ 4 .1 0
where k dimenslonless factor^o
# velooity of air passing the cage.
On the Basis of the equation of continuity» the relationship 
Between the mean shaft air velocity V and the air velocity 
in the restricted space Between the shaft wall and the cage sides
%  can he expressed in the form
4*8
VA ^  ^A * M e « 0 * * a * ÿ A * *'#'# oe ###$** 4* Ü
Henoe « v « y j. 4.12
ïnBort'ing relation %2 into equation 10 one oBtain©
'2
fî K  %
^ ^     4*13
I— A 2 In order to determine the energy loeses or gains
in the space Between the shaft walls and the sides of the cage» 
the well Imovm Baroy formula will he applied# llius, the energy 
lost or gained along the cage sides is given hy
, €  (Vl - etgn ( %  - Vg)
^ 4 (A- Ag)
2 (a ♦ 1») '
' ' *l K
,Q g— •” 0,^ ) sign *" Oy)
hence "A __4 iv v*^ 2b
 .....  4.15
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and finally
A h ,
» (1 - 2g
4.16
whore « dlmoneionloso friction coefficient of the cage walls*
porlmetor of cage 
circumference of shaft
- A H ,
n
•fhe additional energy loss along the shaft wall
caused By the presonoo of the cage is equal to the difference 
Between the energy loss occurring due to the increased air velocity 
and the energy loss in normal flow with mean air velocity. V.
A h ,
«
m # # # # , # # * * * # #  4f1?
Benoe
- à  H2
and finally
d
Æ
ITB 2g
###**»**»*.* 4*l8
- A h "  ■ Of (3 - 3 0 ^ t c/) v=
Zf       _ Wl"""
D (1 -  Of) 19
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where « âimenslonleae friction coefficient of the empty shaft*
I
^ ^  ^^ 3 The energy lost or gained in the wake Behind the rear
wall of the cage is calculated in the same way as A H, due to
the facing wall* However» a different drag coefficient ,
3
depending on the shape of the rear wall of the cage, will he 
applied*
Henoe, ^  ^  C^(l-C )® sign (1~ 0 ) V®
3,^ ^ _ The energy loss due to expansion of the air stream 
Behind the cage is calculated in the same way as A H,** giving
k. „2
-4 H,” • —  t~s . — —   4.21
 ^ (1 G ^ r  2e
where # dimensionloss energy loss coefficient due to 
expansion of the airstream*
Inserting all six energy constituents into equation 1, 
the follov;ing general expression for the F*B*C# of the cage 0^ 
is oBtained*
4.11
« i ,  •  % ) :  s t o ( i - o , )  ( k t i c ) o /
Q ta W'W,»—WIPWIIII I  ,    Ill .III,!..........      ^  ..«.G",....,.,,     n i ,
° j 1- 0 ^  Og
(1-Gf)^ (1 Cf^)
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In spit© of the many assumptions that have Been made» 
©gjuation 22, determining the P.D.O* of a oage in a shaft, is By 
no means simple* Hot all the quantities occurring in the formula 
are independent of each other, vis*, the cage length ..£ is involved 
in the lengths coefficient and a relationship exists Between
the fill coefficient 0^ and the ratio of the perimeters of cage 
and shaft 0^ . However, despite these complications, equation 22 
does provide a means of analysing the influence of the individual 
quantities involved in it on the overall pressure coefficient 0^ .
Of course, there is no difficulty in evaluating the P.D.O. if the 
quantities occurring in equation 22 are known*
%Vhen the case of a stationary cage is considered, 
equation 22 takes a simpler form since in this instance is 
aero and hence is also sero givingV
0]> Of k 0, 2
(1 - Ox.)1-C 0^
'^ a Gf(3-30f + o / )  ^ feOp. 
(1-Cf)^ (l-0f)3
 ............ 4.23
4.12
where » 0.^  + and k » 4? k
3
If the influence |)f 0^ is neglected, and this may
'. i
Be done in most cases, the relation Between 0^ and the lengtho
of the cagestakes a very simple form
i
c • S +.................. ........  ... 4.24
I
where s and t are quanüitâee which are independent of .
This form of the relationship Between the P#D.G, and 
the length of a train of tuBs in a roadway or the length of a cage 
in a shaft has already Been found experimentally in the model tests 
of Miller and Bi^an and of Stevenson as stated in Ohapter 2.
The Fill Ooefficient Q. of Beotangular Dages in Giroular Shafts
.w , » V wit k. ...»
Mpst of the present mine shafts, and all new ones 
whioh are Being sunk have a oiroular cross section. If the 
assumption is made that in a given circular shaft there is a 
winding system with **n** equal rectangular cages, then the fill 
coefficient 0^ of one cage may Be expressed as a function of the 
numBer »^n^  and the cross sectional shape factor of the cage*
The following relationships exist
X m m cross sectional shape factor of a cage
4.25
4.13
fill coefficient of a cage
and according to lythagorss* theorem (eee Fig* 4# 2) 
D® <» (a + â)^ ...
4.26
4.27
where e « distance Between walls of jbwo passing cages,
I
'Â
The distance »*e’* will Be expressed as a dimonsionlcss ratio 
to the cage width #
©
a
m , henoe e m a 4.28
%  means of ©quations 25, 27 and 28, the fill coefficient of
a cage, defined By equation 26» can Be written in the form
'f
m
4%
^ 1^1 4* (1 4- .1=
4.29
On the Basis of equation 29» the maximum value of the 
fill coefficient can Bo determined By differentiation*
't5
dx
4
¥
1 - n® (1 ♦ *:)® 3C^
[l + "(1 +" m)® x^] ®
4.30
4.14
düjîi A X O' o . ....
^ « 0 when 1- (1 * m) %" « 0 4.31
dx
t
  •
heno© » *■ 4.32
% le th© Value of the oroes aeotloiml shape factor 
0 ^
of a cage at which the fill coefficient reaches Its maximum value*
To calculât© this maximum, the value of has to he Inserted in
0
equation 29*
2 1
i'9' Gf max. "tT  " ï n r r i y  *......  4.33
The total maxlnmm fill coefficient of **n« cages side By side is
“ ®%ax " 4 “ “ “ r V s r  4.34
It can Be seen that the maximum value of total fill 
coefficient of.rectangular cages in a circular shaft does not
depend on the numBer of cages "n** in the %7indlng system* and if
2is negligi.Ble it takes the value of or 0*64# The maximum
value of the of one oag© is, of course, »‘n** times smaller*
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The ReXationship Between 0, and 0^ In a Oiroular Shaft
âs has already Been mentioned, a relationship exists
Between the fill ooefficient of a shaft and the dimensionlese ratio
of the* perimeters of eag© and shaft# In this eoction* an attempt
will Be made to determine this relation for rectangular oagea and
oiroular shafts and to find the range of possiBle changes of the
value of O^ f o
The ratio of the olrcumferenoos of cage and shaft is 
defined as follows I
o 4.34
By means of equations 26, 2? and 28, the ratio 0^ 
can Be expressed in terms of the numBer of cages in the
winding system and the fill coefficient 0^ #
■ TG_ „+ 2 + V 4 - T,^ t? (1 + m)^ Oj.®
o '   '■H. 2 + ^ 4 - 'ïï^  r? (1 t m)^
4.35
BuBstltuting the maximum posslBle value of fill
coefficient 0* determined By equation 33 into equation 35 
 ^max.
4.16
we ol»tain
. i ï  ............  4,36
maXf V n  (1 t m)
poeslBIe range of Value of the ratio of perimeters 
dan Be determined using equations 35 ^ d  36# From equation 35# 
the lower limit of this range,^or « o, is 0^ * • 0#64#
Assuming m # o# equation 36 provides the values of the upper limits 
of whioh are i
For a 2 cage winding system n « 2, 0 # 0*68
max.
For a 4 cage winding system n « 4# 0^ * o#5&
max.
From these oaloulations# one can oonolude that# for the 
most oommon winding systems in circular shafts, the range of 
variation in 0^ is very small# This loads to the assumption 
that, for the case considered, the fill coefficient m d  the ratio 
of perimeters are independent#
Pressure Drop Goefficient of a Gage as a BUnotlon of Fill Coefficient
How that it has Been estaBlished that 0^ can Be
4#1T
assumed Independent of 0^ , Equation 22, determining the F»D*0*
0^ of a Gage may Be written in a shorthand form,
Gq * Oj, (Of) Y , (Gy) + fc Bg (Of) + Bj (Of)
£  00
D » 4 ( V  ^2<GfGy)     4,37
B„ . S
•e
, ' Of Of
whore Bj (Of) # " T T cT C  ®2 * D T c C ) ^
Of, (3-30f, + Off) .
a --------- Ï-------i---- B, m  ■ ^
^ (1-Of)3 ^ (l-0f)3
and Yj (Cy) « (I“ Gy)® s£®i (l-Oy)
Yg(OfCy) . [l-(l-Of) Oy]® sien [ l - ( l - G f )  Oy]
For the stationary cage, the funotional coeffioienta 
T| and Both take the value unity. The forme of the 
ooeffioientsî Bg# and as funotiens of fill coefficient
are given in Fig# 4#3 In the case of is assumed
aero * It can Be seen that all four funotions rise with increase
20
10
Bo (Of)
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of 0^ ÿ M t  at difforoïît rates wbioli are determined their 
derivatives*
Blnoe the determination of the values of funotlona 
Bg, Bg and for a given 0^ Value requires some 
lahorlous oaloulations, the ourves of Pig* 4,3 oan he used to ease 
their determination for praatioal purposes#
# 1 0 Pressure Drop Goeffjoienlf of a Page as a Funotion of Page Bneed 
Equation 3Î» determining the 0^ of a cage is
the sum of four constituents, tv/o of which contain 0^ , the ratio 
of cage speed to mean air velocity# In order,to illustrate the 
change of C dependent on 0 , four curves have heen given on 
Fig# 4,4 (&)* IV/o of those are straight lines parallel to the 0^
axis and illustrate the two constituents of which are independent
of 0^* # 1 0 remaining two are parabolas whose equations are
= OjjBj (Oy) * 0^ (1- O y f  sign (1-Cy) ..... 4.44
ana Pg » — Yg (C^) « — [l~ (l-Cy)Gj'^ Blga. [l-(l-Q^)o^|
• •# «• 4*45
\%-0.6" 0.4(c^)-- —. . -%2■ N\ ■ L fd „1D Oy2-ir=:"—: - -—-i™ -.—iL/ +i jX. *2. Ty-0.2 1 \'-°4 \cj, (Gy) ■“ «-"0*6 . \ ■
JF IS,
0.8
°c (C^ )
0.2
+■2.
0.2
Vo
0*6
4.19
Parabola 1 tho 0^ a%l8' àt th% 'point where 1
tr 2 tt (t fi II II 1'^ II " , «V, -  - r r s :
%G total ourvo illustrating the dependeno© of on 
the cage speed Involved in 0 is given in Pig# 4*4 (h)* It can 
he seen that the ?#D#0# 0^  decreases with increase in the positive
value of 0^ * At a certain point ^ G^ « y the curve crosses
the axis and the value of G^  is equal to sero# This means
that the energy added to the air by the moving cage ia equal to the
energy lost, V0
the energy added ia greater than the
energy lost and the F#P#G# becomes negative# The value of 0V- *.rt - ' Tf
can be calculated from equation 37 if 0^  is put equal to sîcro#
Then the result is i
»3> \  D-ffo «Q (1-Of)
0
Vo
oji-Q^y
2
Q O
D-^f^ 0^(1-0^)C 0
4#46
■ O q ( l -O f ) 0^ » +.^f^ 0^(1-op
7^'
Cj, Bj B Oo(l-Of) i Ct> Bj B +f C^(l~Cj)'
 4-.4T
4.20
4.46
“ the P.P. G# for a stationary cage when « 0.
The Pressure 3>rop Ooeffloient of Two Gages moving in a Shaft
Since most existing winding systems consist of two cages,
it is essential to investigate the prohlem^of the P*D,0# due to two
cages moving in opposite directions in a shaft#
All the model tests which had heen carried oilt in 
connection with this problem had shown that a limited cone of 
aerodynamical interaction (see Fig* 4*1) exists between the two
cages when moving in a shaft# For cages outside this sone, the
total P#I)#G# is simply the sum of the two coefficients due to the 
two cages# If the cages are moving inside the son© of interaction# 
the overall P#D#G# increases as the distance h between the central 
points of the cage decreases# reaching its maximum value when the
cages are side by side i#©## when % « 0#
In the following sections# the overall P#D*0# for two 
extreme positions of the two cages in the shaft will"#© considered# 
vis, (a) outside the son© of interaction and (b) in the side by-side
4# 21
position#
It is worthy of note that the same method of consideration
may he applied to winding systems consisting of more than two cages#
)
A# Two cages outside the gone 6f interaction
As shown previousiy# the F,D#0# of a cage moving in a 
shaft is determined hy équation 4#37»
®c " Stga (1-Gy) + fcBg + — g  3L
1- (1 -0 2 Sign 1 - (i- o.)o
4.37
The F#B*0# 0^  of the second cage moving in the opposite
direction is also determined hy equation 4.37 with the sign of the 
ratio Oy changed.
x2 d B.
€
■ ■ ' O '' f" I" ■ T
1 4* (1- 0^)Oy sign 1 + (1- 0^)0y I
# * 4.49
The graphe of functions 4.37 ^d 4.49 are given in Fig# 4* 5*
2.0
03
Cc
G
4 . #
It le that the lattea? Ife the mlzror image of the former,
reflected in the 0^  * \
fe determine the overall P*D#0# of two oages moving
' . I ■ , -
outside the interaction ssone, the two functions 4*37 and 4*49 have 
to he added and this gives :
%  + % )  " 93>Bl (1- Gy)
2 (1-0^) + (X + Oy)^ sien (1 + Oy)
a4 8 k ■ 3g t B^ .
fr r  r ■
[1- (1- Oj)CyJ sign [l- (l-Of)Oy
1 + (1- Cÿ)c sign X + (x-e^)oj
• * * 4*50
l%e graph of function 4*50 le also given in fig* 4*5* It 
is a kind of parabola vfith a minimum walue at *» 0* That is, the 
overall P*B*0* is minimum if the cages are stationary* This minimum 
Value can he calculated from equation 4*50 with 0^ » 0*
(C„ + 0„) # 2 + 2 k B„ +O ■"O' 3 1
«•: 2 0^
Ps
D B,
4.51
4.23
It is also possihle to determine the increase in overall 
P#D*0# due to the movement of the cages.
4.52
The following formulae are the final results of 
calculations based on relation 4*52»
In the range
A, -  : 4.53
In tho range j, < %  r n r f n
A 2 • 2 [ogBj (2Gy-l) D ®4 U "  O ^ f  0^2
4.54
In the range e. > 1 -0
A 3  - ( 2 0 ^ - 1 )  + B^ [2(1- c p c ^  ~ l]j
4.55
On the basis of those formulae, it can be seen that in
4#24
the first and second ranges, the increase in overall P*D.G. due 
to the movement of the cages is proportional to the second order of 
0^ , while in the third range, only to the first order of 0^ *
B. Cages in the Bide hy Side Position
0 In the general case, where equal cages are in the
side hy side position, the P$B*0* due to these »'n** cages may also he
determined hy means of equation 4*22 if the quantities and
**nC w are substituted for and 0 *O A o
<0o II °c  ..............  I I» )  Cj, Mj (G f j Ï J  (Oy) + fc Mg(Gf) + M3 (G^)
^  f„ G„
+ — 5- 2. n (Of) tg (» Gg . Gy)
........ . 4.56
n 0^
whore Mj(Cj,) • ~  (n C^) ..........  4.57
gJ^
. . , ( . 0 , )  ........  4.58
^  - B3 („ op .... 4.5?
(I n o^y
4.25
11(0 ) « ....  -i ' » B- (n 0J  ........ .......4.60
4 * (l-nOj^r ^
It can Be aeen! from relations 4.57 to 4.60 that the
values of funottons and can, be determined by
means of the same graphs as funotions B (Fig# 4*3) with the abscissa 
taken equal to n '0^  .
It is natural to assume that the P*D*0. of one cage, 
positioned parallel to other (n-l) cages is equal to one nLth 
of the overall P#D*G* given by equation 4*56*
. G * fc -^  ^ 0 %
K -  (»0f . Oy)
4.61
The form of Î 0 as a function of C Is, of oourse,
©2Caotly analogous to that of equation 4*33 but it ha s. other numerical 
values at its intersections with the axes# These values are 
dependent on the number of cages positioned side by side,
Equation 4,61 will now be applied to a. winding system 
Consisting of two cages n 2# The overall P#B#0# due to two 
cages,moving at the same #êed in opposite directions, at the moment
4.26
when they are in the side hy side position will he the sum of two 
expressions of the equation 4.61 type, taken with different signs of 
ratio 0,. «
10^  - -#■ o  -0^)'t (l-Oy) + fc d2 2 2 D “3
D “4
-.2
f'"v sign
4.62
and for the 2nd cage
0
i®0 “ - ^ « 1  (1 + Oy) (1 + c„) + ^2 '2 2 B “3
B
2
1 + (1-2 Cj)oJ
4,63
The overall for two cages side hy side is thus t
C;-.
^cî 10o (l-Gy) (1- Oy) + (1 + O^f Sign (1 + Oy)
4* k Mp Hh' 4» 1- (l-20„)0
L
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3 i ^  I 1 - (1-2 Cf)Oy + ;1 + (1 -2 OfjOy Biga I t (1 20^)Q
4.64
The graphs of the F*P,0#*b given hy expressions 4*62 to
4.64 are dravm as functions of 0^ on Fig* 4*6. If there are two 
stationary oages in the side hy side position, 0^ * 0 and
equation 4*64 takes the following simple form #
«oîi«0 - 63, Mj + k Mg f ^  -3 * ^ « 4
4.65
It can he proved hy mathematioaO. analysis and also seen 
on Fig# 4.6 that a minimum F*3)*0* value oocurs if the cages are 
stationary. This value is determined hy means of equation 4.65* 
The increase in P.B*0. caused hy the movement of the 
cages, which is the differenoe hetween the actual Value of F*B#0*
and the value for the stationary cages i*e* °el l«o
°oî io, 4.66
oan Bo easily calculated on the Basis of equations 4.64 and 4.65 and
1-ZC
th© roaults are m  follows It
4#28
In thé range |G^ j 
'0.
4 0
2
V 4*6?
In the range j[ 0.
f
A g  « a
C. 0
(2 0^“ l) *¥ (1— 2 0^ )^^  0^ 1.2^2
4*68
In the range 0V > 1 - 2 C.
A- 2 ( ^ “l (2 0^-1) D [a  ( 1 - 2  Ojp)Oy- 1
4.69
Verifioation of the ü&eory
In or&er to verify the validity of the assumptions made 
in the oourse of the establishment of the theory, some experimental 
results have to be oorapared with the oorrespending values oalculated 
on the basis of the theory*
Results of model Investigations on stationary oagos
are contained in the works of both Stevenson and Wilkie# Steveheon^ é
I '
results, in particular, are very suitable for oheoking the theory
since most of the tests were carried o^ t in an unlined shaft#
Stable 4*1 contains some results of B#h#C., due to stationary 
cages, measured in model tests together with the corresponding 
result© calculated from the formmlae derived in previous sections 
of this chapter# Oolumns 1 to 4 contain the numerical values of 
the coefficients used in the caloulations# fhe Values of F*h#0# 
calculated from equations 4*48 and 4*51 for a single cage and for 
two cages side by side are given in column© 5 and 6# In columns ? 
and 9, the corresponding measured values are given# Finally, 
columns 8 and 10 give the relative differences expressed as a 
percentage of the calculated value#
fhesa results are also presented in graphical form in 
Fig# 4.7 and from both this and lablo 4*1 it can be seen that most of 
the results are in fair agreement, most of the relative differences 
being within the i 10 per cent mark# ïhe overall Coefficient of 
Correlation between the calculated and measured results given In 
fable 4*1 ie 0*94#
It must be admitted, however, that among the results 
of Btovenson and Wilkie, discrepancies sometimes occur which cannot
UTôà ■
k . %  , %110SI. #  jo9 1 1 0 0 W e B o u r ç a '  -
2 5 4 5 é 7 8 9 10 n 12
ifteMtefRfte# 'ir*3K(i.-s,l >^SStete*f
0 8kOO 0,3.50 0,209 o*?.o *4*3 ■ +5*3 A8 M
u 0,220 0*556 2.374 0.56 î-0.7 a* 74 •M5.5 c/a
H
M
fi # 0.280 0.701 3,118 0*70 te'0#l 3*20 4-8.6 0 /4
If ' n 0.100 0*306 0,39 f l * 0 1*53 42.7 M
liî n 0.100 0.456 1,770 0*43 1.60 t e l O . ' D
ir-H*
8 2 # # u 0,180 2.045 I f S .050 ’ T , te' A l/1
î t # 1.700 te te A8/ I
n fî «î 0*500 ■ # 0.926 tZéO te te a 3 / 1
« « It m 0*574 # @ .5- te te
# # n 0.254 # 0.270 t6#5 te te A g /l
tï jS tt V ' 0.130 #4*a te te a6/1
e 2*00
ti
i
#
rt
tt
2,500
3,115 #
8,46
8*84
#4 «fi 
###*
te
te
te
te
A l/a
A l/3
0,014 0,180 3,650 # 3*16' te te - A1/4
8 2*00 OiOX6 0,250 2.735 te. 8*66 , »3,4 te te m / l
M . ' 
0
t» fî 0.210 2,632 m' 8,67 te te C l / l %
o f* 0.190 2*547 ■te 3,66 ^0*4 te te m / l m
îf f? 0,180 2,515 w 2.53 4 0 . f i te te E l / l >
a 2;oq n 0,850 1.788 te 1*90 4'0.5 te te m / l
« M
, i4-|
B
it ■ îî 0.215 1.708 te 1.85 4 0 . 3 . te te 01 /1 0
4Ï .,..195 1.658 ■1.01 49,5 te m / l
f,l îî 0,180 1.632 te 1.70 44*2 te te Z l / l
s 2; 00 fl 0.260 0.364 1.2a3 0*36 #fi#3 1,42 $11;3*
t* « 0,200 0,377 1,350 0, 3a tO#B 1*64 $2145 3(1/1 '
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be explained, at the moment I at least, on the basis of the theory.
I
m  example of this is given! in fable 4,2*
Oag©
Dimensions % Go «cl |Go' Source
2éOO” % 5.38" X 6,38" 0»108 0.200 0.600 Wilkie A2
1.90" X 5.45" X 7.40" 0.100 0.255 0*775 Stevenson Nl/2
fable
IMs table contains the dimensions of quite similar 
types of two deok oage, set up In similar 4 cage rigid guide 
installations by the two investigators. Ihe measured B.D.G* values 
show a dlsorepanoy of 20- 25 .^
Apart from some dlsorepanoles It may be generally 
assumed that the results of model tests on stationary cages give 
good proof of the derived formulae# In addition, there is no 
objection to assuming that these formulae are valid for mvsrlng cages 
since, in the course of th# r derivation, the only factor related 
to the movement of the cages was the aquafe laiv of aerodynamical 
resistance, and this has been proved many times.
Equations 4#53 and 4,6?, which determine the inorease in
4,31
P.D.O» due to the movement of the cages, give the explanation for 
the failure of the moving cage tests as already mentioned in Chapter 8. 
For example, for Cages of series o/4 of Wilkie's tests, the increase 
in P*D*C# for two cages passing at the maximum speed of 5,50 p/seo 
can he calculated from equation 4*6? as follows.
A *■ s
1.18 12*38 X 0.22
" T ”  .2.04215 + "HdTB" 5*3 ( 1- 2 X 0,
62
740
a 2 0.253 + 0*710 X 0.570'
Q
(0.084)'" <* 2 X 0.487 X 0.00?
aa 0,007
But Increases of this order are impossible to measure with the 
present equipment#
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%  to noif, the tests desoribed have boon concerned with 
stationary cages only* Tn this Ohaptoo? it is intended to describe 
some tests carried oat using moving cages. The first section will 
emprise a detailed description of the additional equipment necessary 
for those testsj the second section, the tests thems^vos*
The wind tunnel arrangements and cages wore the same 
as before, but with the moving cage tests it was necessary to make 
a continuous recording of the various test length pressure fluctuations 
For this purpose, the equipment developed by Milkio in his previous 
work on moving cages was used*
Although this recording apparatus had already been 
described it was felt that it would be advantageous to reiterate 
the details with more mphasis on the practical side of its operation. 
Without these hints, much time could be needlessly lost if one wore
5.2
unfamiliar with the idiosynoraoios of the equipment. It is hoped 
that these notes will not go unheMod and will help tm^ ards the rapid 
establishment of an accurate technique without the repetitions and 
frustrations of trial and error processes*
In this preliminary section, the details of the various 
cottponents will be first of all given. This will be followed by a 
description of the apparatus as a whole and seme notes on its operation. 
Finally, a typical test will be described to illustrate the experimental 
procedure.
The purpose of the equipment ms to transform the 
pressures into mechanical displacement by means of a diaphra# which 
Was part of the a.c* bridge of a Proximity Meter. The meter had a 
galvanometer recorder in circuit wliich made a continuous record of the 
prmsure changes on photographic paper* The details of the various 
components are as follows
S m  lAclto
This instrument provides an electronic means of measuring 
small mechanical displacements, in this case the distance between two 
brass plates. In the type used here, the P.M.4, a capacitance system 
is used; this has the advantage that the sensitivity of the device is
infinite and email mochanioal displacements con be faithfully 
indicated# This follows frm the fact timt by making the condenser 
gap progr0Ssiv<fly smaller# the sensitivity is increased# the limitations 
being the structural dimensional stability of the specimen and the 
condenser head arrangement and the flatness and parallelism of the 
surfaces#
The electrical arrangement is shorn in Fig# 5#1, to 
oscillator# operating at 500 ko/s supplied a small H#F# voltage to 
a phase balancing network (an E*F. bridge)# which was so designed 
that its output consisted of two earthmfree# equal and antiphase 
voltages joined in series at point F# One side of this circuit was 
connected to earth via the internal variable condenser (balance 
control) p and the other side was fed to earth via 0^ # this being the 
capacity at the termination of the E#F# cable# When was 
adjusted to equal 0^ # th© voltage at the centre point P was s«ro 
and lütoîdso the instrument output* toy asymmetry in the Values of 
0  ^ and resulted in an "out of balance" voltage at the input to 
the amplifier and a consequent deflection of the motor#
The R#F# cable was constructed with m  intermediate 
screen which ms connected such that the stray capacitances of the 
cable were eliminated from the measuring circuit# thus making it
Oseillatar
Modul.ator
11
Démodulât
or Amplifiez
met'
'% :
f±g* 5.1 Schematic Arrangement of Proximity Meter
Oscillator Output
' B - S — -h -
i n/T2r'.>'7rznrzr?ri
Amplifier
0^ Fine Balance Control (5pf) 
Coarse  ^ " (lOOp f)
Gj Bxrternal Variable Capacitor
Fig.o 5®2 Ba^e Bridge
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unnooessar^ for the Instrument to he at the aotual measuring point* 
In addition to the capacitances shoim in the schematic 
diagram, a further variahie condenser was incorporated in the bridge 
circuit as a fine balance control* A resistive balance was also 
provided so that any necessary power factor corrections could be 
applied, in order to balance the instrument correctly to sero*
The basic B*F# bridge is shown again in Fig* 5#2 where 
0^ is the electrode capacitance to earth and 0^ is the effective 
capacitance of the double screened cable plus stray capacitances 
inside the instrument*
It can be shovm that the change in "out of balance" 
voltage, V , for a given fractional change in 0^ , is given by
*  (Oj + Og +
where E is the applied voltage*
For near balance conditions, which always exist when 
operating at high sensitivities (as in the present series of tests), 
and Gg may be teicen as approximately e<pal to Gg and 
therefore
av c.
* 4 (Cj + C3) ®
Mow if 0
1 /
5.5
How if 0^ ie large compared with
-  i
i*e# the change in output voltage for a, given fractional change 
in 0^ is constant and ie Independent of the initial value of C^ * 
#%e reading obtained on the meter, which ie shown in 
Fig* 5*3$ varied in a substantially linear manner with change of 
capacitance at the electrode, especially at the lower sensitivities, 
Even at the maximum sensitivity, a non-linearity of less than 
was possible over the rang© of meter readings from 5 to 85 scale 
divisions#
The external bridge unit was connected to the main 
instrument via three co-axial cables and a further co-axial cable 
from the bridge unit was used to connect to the electrode# The 
controls provided very fine balance adjustment, and the external 
mounting of the bridge unit reduced temperature drift considerably#
The Variable Qapaoltanoe Diaphragm Gauge
In order to operate the F*M#4 it was necessary to use 
a condenser whose capacitance could be varied by the pressures 
which were required to be measured# This was done by varying the
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distance between two pXates^ one earthed^ the other connected to 
the bridge through a short double - screened cable* A jack socket 
in the circuit made it possible to connect a galvanometer recorder 
in series with this motor as a means of continuously measuring 
the output#
Several diaphragms were available and the most 
sensitive of these? with a range of 0 to 5 Ins* was used
throughout this series of tests# It v/as built from 0*005 in* 
thick brass, clamped tightly and flat between steel rings and 
perspex cover plates were used to make the diaphragm sensitive to 
differential air pressures* fhe fixed plate was bolted on the 
inside of the perspex cover plat© and was thUs separated from the 
diaphragm by the thickness of the metal clamping ring* Since it 
was out sli^tly smaller than the inside diameter of the ring, it 
was insulated from it by the perspex* The central con© of the 
proximity meter cable was connected to the plat© by a screened 
plug passing through the perspex# The diaphragm was enclosed in 
a screened box to minimise interference from outside sources* A 
condenser input filter was connected in the output circuit to 
remove any ripple in the output* The arrangement is shown in
Fig* 5*4#
5 4
In operation, the diaphragm was earthed and the flat 
brass diso coBcmtrio with the diaphragm was rigidly fixed a ;
short distance away* This formed the variable condenser of the 
Proximity Meter bridge circuit, Under pressure, the diaphragm , 
was deflected, thus producing the necessary change in capacitance* 
This method has been used successfully by both Wilkie 
and Stewart and is very convenient as the sensitivity can be 
varied by changing the design constants* For instance, the 
sensitivity increases as the area of the diaphragm is increased,' ; 
as the distance between the plates is decreased and as the 
deflection of the plate increases (for a given pressure change). 
However, the linearity is better if the deflection is small 
compared with the distance apart of the plates*
The Galvanometer Recorder
As stated previously, a galvanometer recorder was 
connected in series with the proximity meter in order to continuously 
measure the pressure change impressed on the diaphragm#
This was done by feeding the meter output into one of 
the recorder's twelve insulated channels* The light from a lamp 
is focussed onto the galvanometer mirror v/hioh, in turn reflects
5*8
the light onto the recording peper through an optical system*
The paper Is then developed, thus giving a permanent record of 
■ ■ ■ ; ' ' 
the pressure fluctuations during a test* The meter was operated
using a 24 volt P,C# supply which gave recording speeds up to
5 feet/seo*
Ilford I*L*6, which is an extremely fast non colour- " 
sensitive paper made particularly for recording fast moving li^it 
spots was used hero and gave good results provided the necessary 
precautions were taken during the processing*
For the present purpose, three of the channels were 
generally used simultaneously* One for the pressure, one of the 
time and the third to indicate where the cages were passing#
The Operation of the Recording Equipment
The whole set up is illustrated in Figs* 5*5 and 5*6*
In the former, the course of the pressures produced in the duct 
test length can he traced as they are transformed, first into 
mechanical displacements in the diaphragm and then into electrical 
energy at the proximity meter* After passing through the smoothing 
circuit, this impulse energises the appropriate galvanometer,
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whose mirror refloats a light spot onto the sensitised paper 
which Is finally developed and fixed to give a permanent record 
of the pressure fluctuations.
In addition, the manometer is shovm oomeoted in 
circuit, together with a pressure vessel, This was required so 
that Imovm pressures could he fed into the diaphragm for calibrating 
purposes,
Fig, 5,6 shows the external wiring of the equipment In 
more detail.
What follows now is a description of the practical 
details of the use of the equipment and some notes on its operation 
and limitations,
The first step was to sero the Proximity Motor 
accurately and find its range for the various sensitlvies available* 
Accordingly, with the mains supply switched on, and 
the controls set at a fairly low sensitivity, the instrument was 
allowed to warm up for about half an hour, The "comrse sensitivity^
was then increased, at the same time keeping the pointer at soro 
by adjustment of the **balance" controls on the bridge unit, The 
next step was to increase the "fine sensitivity", keeping the
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instrument aoroeâ as before* At each aeneitivlty, the range of 
pressure indicated by full scale deflection of the meter was 
determined* This was used for future reference b o  that the best 
setting could be chosen for any porticular test* Bom© of these 
values are given in Table 5*1*
Table 5*1
12Ooarse
12
135 135
3*3
0*1
In addition^ calibration curves were drawn for some 
of the settings and were found to conform to the standards already 
described#
After locating the pressure leads in the appropriate 
channel in the galvanometer recorder, another, similar test was 
carried out* This time, the purpose was to find, for each
5.11
aoneitlvlty setting, the range of pressures indicated by the light 
spot on the width of the recording paper# Borne of those figures 
are given in Table 5.1 as a rough guide* It was noted here that 
more especially at the highest sensitivities, the light spot tended 
to drift with time.
From a knowledge of the static cage tests, the figures 
given in Table 5.1# and the projected moving oage test programme 
it was desired to use a fairly high sensitivity to manifest the 
rather small pressure difference* Thus# it v/as necessary to 
investigate the magnitude of this drift in order to see just how 
this would affeot the accuracy of the recorded pressure trace#
This was done simply by allowing the eShipment to warm up and, with 
no pressure difference across the diaphragm and the instrument 
soroed# recording the trace at fixed time intervals* Borne of 
these results have been inserted in Table 5*1 end Illustrate the 
drift effects clearly# It may be said here that it was later , 
found that the drift was%, if anything\ greater, when there was a 
pressure difference on the diaphragm#
Accordingly# from a scrutiny of these drift records 
and from a knowledge of the approximate time it would take to run a 
complete test it was decided that the most convenient sensitivity
% 1 2
Betting would be Course 12# Fine 8 (012 FS)# This setting had the 
best combination of sensitivity g$d drift for the tests envisaged* 
Before atiy given test it was found desirable to take 
readings of the expected extreme values of the pressures to be 
recorded* This was necessary so that the proximity meter would 
not be off the sbale (at 0 — 135 mm*W*C* f*s*d* at a setting of 012 f8 
this was unlikely for the range of pressures expected here) and, 
more important, so that the pressure trace could be accurately set 
within the confines of the recorder aperture* This v/as done by 
feeding into the diaphragm the ©xpeoted middle pressure value (say) 
and setting the light spot, by means of the galvo adjusting key, 
to the centre of the aperture*
It must be emphasised that extreme care was necessary 
during this preliminary exercise if the recording was to be successful 
first time* It is obvious that if due oar© was not taken while
j
setting the reflected light spot the pressure fluctuations could 
quite easily be off the paper*
In addition to these precautions, It was also necessary 
to mf#® a calibration for, each test run* The procedure, after 
setting the light spot, was to feed known pressure differences into 
the diaphragm by means of the pressure vessel* At each pressure
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Value g th© recording paper was run for a short distance thus giving 
the calibration at the? start of every test* This was also done 
at th© end of every test to pi'ovide a check on the drift and in 
addition, if the test was lasting* overlong, check calibrations of say 
two values only were made at appropriate points in the test# Thus, 
a constant check could be kept on the actual values of the recorded 
pressures, the calibration procedure being simpljG to perform*
When recording fluctuating pressures it is imperative 
that the Bets manometer should be out o^t of the pressure circuit 
(000 Fig* 5*5)* If left connected, the manometer causes extreme 
damping of the pressures and tends to level out all but the severest 
fluctuations# However, it is quite permissable to keep the Bets 
in circuit under certain special circumstances where steady pressures 
are being recorded, ©*g* when calibration ie in progress.
There are one or two additional points which, although 
they may seem obvious to the experienced investigator, are worthy 
of mention. Under this heading is the necessity of having enough 
recording paper!in the spool, not only for the envisaged test, but 
also for a repeat if something goes wrong with the first attempt,. 
Also included here are such necessary precautions as keeping the 
recorder motor and light source batteries in good condition# In the
5*14
former case, rmming doTO of the cells quickly loads to a fall off 
in recording speed* On the subject of li#.t spot intensity, the 
optimum can only be detemiined by trial and error but one fairly 
evident rule is that the brilliance must be increased, the faster 
the recording speed*
hast, but by no means least, care is also necessary 
during the processing of the records —  the developing and fixing 
solutions should be kept up to scratch and their containers clean* 
Thus, a complete test would be conducted on the following
linesg
(a) Btatic test using Bets manometer to determine the approximate 
limits of the pressures to be recorded* At the same time, the 
recorder is loaded and the equipment allowed to warm up*
(b) Feed in appropriate pressure to the diaphragm and set light 
spot in aperture#
(c) OeMbratipn over expected range#
(d) First part of test e#g* with cages stationary in test 
length,
(e) Check calibration — say two values*
5.15
(f ) Sècond part of test o»g, with cages moving in test length*
(g) Calibration over ©xpeoted range*
(h) End of test or, more ueually, repeat test*
It will be appreciated that a good procedure can only 
be learned through experience* It is hoped that these fev/ notes 
will help any subsequent workers to avoid needless delays and 
frustrations when using this equipment*
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(B) Tests
Introduction
Tests were nov/ carried out to investigate some of the 
phenomena associated with moving cages in order to correlate the 
résulté with those of Chapter 3* and to check the theory of Chapter 4 
where possible#
They may be conveniently subdivided as follows i
Section 1 I Recording of the effect of the bunton spacing on
the cage pressure drop (a) staggered arrangement,
(b) even arrangement#
Section 2 t Recording of the effect of a cage passing in both
directions on the pressure drop of a test length#
Section 3 » Recording to show the influence of two cages passing
on the quantity flowing in the shaft#
Section 4 * Recording to show the influence of two cages passing
on the pressure drop of the test length containing the passing 
place#
Section 5 $ The correlation of some moving cage tests with the
pressure drop theory#
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Section 1
Th© object of this first section was to attempt to 
record the effect of different bunton arrangements on the pressure 
drop due to a cage* In additioh, it was desired to compare the 
results of this continuous recording with the results from the 
stationary cage tests# As before, th© same tvfo bunton arrangements 
and test lengths were used# Also, in order to allow the effects 
to fully manifest themselves, the sir speed v;as the maximum possible 
(just over 60 f*p#s#) and the cage speed was very low, approximately 
0*27 f#p*s# A recording speed of 3 ins. per sec# was utilised#
(a) As with the stationary cage tests, test length (%)— (§) 
was used to determine the effects of a staggered bunton arrangement
and Id#l cage was used#
First of all, a preliminary stationary test was done to 
check that conditions were unchanged and to obtain the range for the 
recorder# Recording was then carried out, the cage moving with 
and against the airstream in succession and several repetitions 
were made# A typical part of the record is shown in Fig# 5#7(&)k
(b) A similar procedure was carried out for test length (3)- (§) * 
In this test length, exactly the same section was used, containing
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evenlj spaced , as in the stationersr tests* No#l cage
v/as used and recording made for à cage moirement of about two feet.
Fig* 5*Y(h) depicts a typical part of the record*
IDhe relevant calibrating figures have been given
and since the two test lengths were about the same siae, their
pressure drops were roughly the same*
(The first thing noticed was the fact that the pressure
drop fluctuations could he easily seen, with the hl^er frequency
fluctuations, due to turbulence in the airstream, superimposed*
As well as this, the records were the same whether the cage moved
upstream or do?mstream* With the air and,cage speeds used here:
this is not surprising*
The records were correlated with the appropriate
positions of cage relative to buntons and it was found that the
peeJtes and troughs corresponded to oage/hunton positions in exactly
the same way as in the stationary tests*
As, stated, preliminary stationary tests had been carried,
out and it was found that there was no detectable difference In the
pressure drop laluea for corresponding cage positions* Similarly, 
the F*P*0* values were the same*
Once again it was found that the **waves** produced by a
5à9
staggered bunton arrangement were half the amplitude and duration 
of those of an even arrangement*
With the high air speed and low cage velocity used 
in these tests this correlation with the stationary tests is as 
might be expected, Hov/ever# with higher cage velocities and lower 
air speeds, the relative importance of these fluctuations decreases. 
It can be seen that the cage P,D#0, depends much more on the quantity 
of the buntons, their arrangement having a much smaller influence. 
While this might not matter in a full scale shaft, it 
can be appreciated that the bunton configuration could exert an 
undesirable influence in a model investigation, where precise 
measurements are desired, if little thought was given to the spacing* 
The best arrangement would be that which gives the least deviation 
from a mean line. In the case considered here, the staggered 
arrangement is the better from the point of view of accuracy*
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Seotion 2
In this section, an attempt was made to show the 
Influence of the direction of motion of a single cage relative to 
the air flow direction on the pressure drop and P*D*Q* For this 
purpose, an 18 foot test length © “ (D was used with cage 1 only, 
The maximum cage speed of 5*5 f#p.s# was constant and the air speed 
varied#
Apart from those tests conducted at very low air 
speeds where the fluctuations were too small to he picked up hy the 
recorder, even at its maximum sensitivity, all the records showed 
the influence of the direction of the cage’s movement on the 
pressure drop#
Fig# 5#8 illustrates a typical record, made with an 
air speed of 19.5 f#p#s# in the duct* Fart (a) is a record of 
the ''{pressure drop.vdth the cage stationary; part (h) shows the 
pressure rise as the cage enters the test length, going against 
the airstream —  the pressure drop ridng to a value greater than 
the stationary? part (o) similarly, hut with the cage moving in
the same direction as the air —  the pressure drop being less than 
the stationary value in this case* The relevant values are 
given on the records#
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At the higher air speedsj up to 60 the
fluctuations were rather trouble some, probably due to the increased
)
turbulence, and the relatively greater influence of the buntons# 
However, th© same effects were noted*
The only general conclusions which can be reached 
from this limited series of tests apart from recognising the 
effect, is that at the higher air speeds the motion of the cage 
results in a larger increase or decrease in the test length pressure 
drop compared with the stationary value*
A larger series of tests were carried out by lU Stewart, 
Reference will be made to these results in Section 5*
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Section 3
This series of tests was oonoerned with showing what 
reduction in air flow and air velocity was caused when the tv/o cages 
passed each other at the centre of the shaft# It was well knovmi -, 
from our own and from Wilkie*s experience, that the flovmeter h 
reading fluctuated considerably# It was therefore decided to 
record the velocity pressure at the centre of the duct at Tap 14, ' 
as well as the mean velocity pressure of the flowmeter, while the 
cages passed each other# It will he remembered that in Chapter 3 
it was found that the readings at the Tap 14 position were subject 
to very small variations, especially at the duct centre, compared 
with flowmeter readings* It was hoped th e re fo re  that any abnormal 
changed would b© shown up more clearly,
A calibration of the flowmeter and Tap 14 readings might 
have been useful but it was not thought necessary since a qualitative 
result only was wanted* Ho theory had been advanced to be experimental]^ 
verified*
While a broad relationship seems to exist between the 
effects described in this section and in Section 4 (static pressure
drop of © “ ©  3l3 cages pass) for which a theory has been advanced, 
many different quantities are involved* kor instance, instead of
5+25
m
elmply a static pressure drop, which 1$ Independent of the fan Wmracterlstlç, 
here one is concerned with a velocity pressure and air qTmntlty which briiig# 
the faa oharacteristio into my ooiisideration*
The tests using Tap I4» a typical recording of which is shown in Mg*
5*9* will be described first of all*
The first step was to record the pressure with the cages stationary and. 
in the two extreme positions, &*@* sida«*by-aido and apart, as shown in Fig#
5+9 (s) to aacortain that the difference was in fact measurable. Since this 
was so, tests were then carried out'at the maximum air velocity 60 f»p#s) 
and cage speed ( 5 f*P*8) and a specimen record Is depicted# for those
conditions it was found that, in general, the maximum drop in pressure was 
about the stme as for the stationary cages* The shape of the recording seemed 
to indicate that the reduction was characterised a sudden drop at first followed 
by a mum gradual return to normal* The reduction amoimted to approximately 6 
par cent*
In the next stage, see fig the flowmeter reading was recorded*
Since the fluctuations were so large, recording of the pressure, with the cages- 
stationary, was clone at a low recording speed for a loy&ger time* This gave 
a clearer and more compact picture and figs* 5*10 (a) & (b) illustrate these 
stationary values* Again, the reduction in pressure when the cages are s0e# 
by#side is evident, but not nearly 00 clear cut as those of fig* 5*9* Ün^er 
the same conditions as previously, records were then taken with the cages 
moving, see fig*5*10 (0)* As expected, the reduction shown by these 
recordings was not nearly so ole#' as those of Tap 1:4*
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However# the teiideAOy of the meam velocity praoswro to ho algrnifiomitly 
reduced in value caa he Been without any doubt un in fig# 3#10 (à)#
It is also worth remarking here that in fige 5#10 (a & h) ther#- 
000030 to h© an. underlying wave form with a period of about 6 seconds 
possibly due to pulsating air flow in the circuit*
$hl8 section m  attempt to show the effect of the
oagea passing on the shaft resistmwe* fhie was done by recording thé 
static pressure difference in test^length the cages approached#
passedÿ and receded from the aone of interaction*
Similar tests had alrea% been carried out by Howeirar#
the results of these tests had not shown any relation between cage 
P*B#0* and speed for the range available* Since the cage speed could 
not be Increased and, from the previous Ohapter the P*D.G* increment was 
theoretically extremely small, it was hoped only to ©how the same effect# 
again#
‘Ihia time however# a higher moasurixig sensitivity could be uaOd 
and* by recording the pressure drop with the cages stationary (side4by*- 
side and outside the some of interaction) as well as when moving* a 
better comparison could be achieved* l*rom Beotioa 3 It is known that 
there is a lowering of the mean velocity pressure when the cages pa©##" 
Also* this reduction is roughly the same whether the cages are moving or. 
stationary* fhus* the test length pressure drop would be off acted • 
similarly whether the cage© were moving or stationary thtts giving a 
good basis for oomparison by the above method*
lîrom a consideration of the results of the stationary cage tepts- 
and the theoretical analysis it was decided that the purpose of thiS' • ■ 
section would beet be suited by lowering the air velocity as much aS 
possible while keeping the cage speed at its maximum value* ïhun It ■
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woul# h$ possible to rooord the full range of preeem'# fluctuations on;
the full width of the paper at the ohoeeu eoneitlvity#
It was hoped that tlxe air speed could he lowered to that of the ■ 
oagee or les© but at that level# variations im test length pressure drop
were too small to be picked up by the recording equipment# In addition* .
it was suspected that leynolda number effects would have to be considered' 
at those low air speeds# A test was made and a graph of the P.3)#0#
of test length to air velocity# %is is shoim in Fig# 5*11
where it is clear that below mi air speed of about 3G to 40 f#p#s* 
corresponding to a mean velocity pmeeure of about W,G# the resuite,
are not strictly comparable#
'0ms the lower range of air speeds was on the sloping part of the 
graph# However# sIboo the purpose her© was qualitative rather than., ,., 
quantitative it was decided to utilise an air speed of about 20 f#p#s# ' 
(corresponding to 3 mm W### mean velocity pressure)# value gmr&i
thq most jonveniont raîîge of toBt^ieugth pres our# drops for the vari.ous, 
cage positions# easily accommodated on the width of the recording paper#
As usual recordings were made with the stationary cages slde#by^ 
side and outside the eon© of interaction, a typical apooimen being shown 
in Fig# 5*18#
Recordings were then made with the cages moving# Many of thee# 
were done and in all oases it was found that, within the limits of the 
meaeuremente, the peak preeeure difference, ©orreaponding to the position
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vfmto #0}cages paSBSdf was siAstamtially #e same as w h m  the cagoa wer# 
in the statloheac^ y a:lde*»hy^ sicie position,* For purposes of oomparison^
Piga# 5«15 (a)'-& #)» showing the peaks as the cages pass^ are taken from 
the same record as the statienar/ cage recording of Fig* 5#18#
fheee results wore much as expected gmd It would appear that ia 
order to attempt to irori-fgr the theory It will toe aecoeeary to increase 
the cage speed aonsideratoly* l*his of course poses the difficulty of 
constructing a lining^ robust enough to withstand the Increased stresBês^ 
keeping in mind what has already been stated about the interference bè'twççu 
cage and burtons* Another factor vmuld be the short time the ' cages f/ould 
be in the test length though a faster recording speed might help*
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testa deaoribed in Seotlon 2 servo to illîietrats the effeot 
of the direction of movement; relative to the air flow; of the cage»
In this section it is propoaed to compare the results of the larger test 
series carried out hy Btewart with the theoretical values oaloulated from 
the Pressure Ülcop fheory#
The experimental results have already been'noted in Chapter 2 ■ 
where the pressuré drop due to a moving cage was plotted versus (? ^  ?<;)'; 
in the present notation; the cage speed being varied at five different 
air speeds* Itnowing the Various air speeds* the pressure drop values, ■ 
were converted to P,D,0#*s and the corresponding velocity coefficlemta.
Oy calculated*
Examination of Stewart ^ a work showed that cage 0 only had been 
used throughout the teats* The following factors could then be 
evaluated*
Gage leading dimensions « 6 ln % E*25 in x 1*84 In*
4*14 atir*in* '^d 0*0228
9*63 $q#in* 1*0 K? 0*22
0*43 0|| % 
Go =
1*18
0.744.
^3 ^ 4*44$ ^4 ; 5*40.
fill coefficient %
Knowing these values* the P*l)*0«*s could then be oaloalated using 
Equation 4*37
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r,..
« es, Bl (%) %  (@v) + k %  (Qf) + #§& (Cf)
-î- B4 (Bf) Yg (%, Of)
for tli© range of Gyt# used 'in the tests and a theoratioal 0<s/0f graph 
drawn#
Both the tbemretloal and ozpoxdmontal graphs are given in 
3*14# , While It would have heem pooolblo to plot an infinite nuBber of 
test points, only representative values, for each of the five air spocda 
wore selected#
It is at onoe evident that there is a fairly wide scatter of the 
measured values, hut despite the largo scale used for this comparatively 
email Qy range, an approxlatata line emi he drawn# The actual result^ 
would appear to diverge from the theoretical line as the Oy value Increases, 
become greater as the cage moves relatively faster against the air; 
lass as the cage moves faster in the same direction as the alrflovf#
Til is discrepancy could be attributed to several factors, foi? 
example, to the assumptions made in the derivation of the theory, notably 
that neglecting the influence of the guides# however, the stationary 
cage results gave good proof of the theory and the only additional factor 
involved here relating to the movement of the cages, was the square law 
of horodynamical resistance and this has been proved, many times#
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gsatio^
In spi'iîe of the procautioirm taken to allow fo:c Ita of foots# it 
is felt that the main error if probably due to the difficulty of measuring 
the till# mean velocity pressure when the cage is moving in the duct*
It ie possible that the Influence of the moving cage on the resistance 
of the duct may have been over-estimated* fhls would result in the measured 
results being lower than their true value at the higher positive Oy values| 
higher at the negative values* Both these effects would tend to increase 
as the numerical value of Oy increased*
Howeverj the difficulties Involved in allowing for these effect#
©re appreciated) and in no way detract from the value of these test 
results for purposes of checking the theoiy*
®ie graphs of Fig 5*14 do serve to further verify the validity of 
the assumptions made in the derivation of the Pressure Hrop Theory* Moire 
testa will he necessary if the oorrelatioa is to be extended over à wider 
range of Cy values*.
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An investigation has already been carried out into disturbance© 
in the mine ventilation oireuit earned by single oago winding# this 
research being prompted by report from collieries In the Berth of 
England and the East Midlands» In these oollieriee it was found that 
winding with a single cage instead of two smaller balanced cages had a 
very noticable effeot on the ventilation*
In this dhapter it is intended to present a short appraisal of 
the problem from a different point of viev; to that used by Stewart#
The consideration is restricted to the case considered here# However 
the method-is widely applicable# As will be seen, it is not altogether
easy to give a general conclusion; but it is possible to state the 
conditions for certain specific oases#
In additiong certain other general oonoluelo%# can be reached on 
the baala of this eootion of the vwrk, and that of the previous Olmptora- 
These will be stated in due course*
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Oonmider the simple mine oirouit ehovm in Fig# 6»! 
a#b#e# 1b the do-emcast shaft with single dage 'winding*
d#e*f* is the upoast shaft - for the moment assume no winding arrangements*
'b$e# repreeents the mine workings at an upper hori&en#
# *d , represents the mine workings at a lower horl&on#
Also, let H aerodynamical rasiatanoo of a branch of the cli'cult*
and hf (q ) *» fan prossiTO oharaoteristio
and h^ (@) oago pressura oharaotorlstlo*
Im the piwiouB chapters the pressure drop coefficient of a cage
0q has normally boon used# à aonveixlent convoraion ;ls given by
" *° S “
Bie circuit m^' he oonvoniontly redrawn end labelled as in  Wig* 6*2
Where % %  Easietenoo of upper part of b/O shaft* ,
% 2  ^ Resistance of lower part of b/o shaft#
, Ex ' Béaistmioe of upper Uorimn*
- . '•■"Eo ^ Resistance of lower horizon Including the lower part of
the B/O shaft)
IL ^ Eeais-tance of upper part of ïï/0 shaft#
% «9 Total airflow in thé mime*
fi# Airflow in the upper horikon*
#2 ** Airflow ill the lower horir^ on#
D/c V/G
Horizon
Lower Horizon
Fie. 6#1 Sketch of Mine Circuit Considered
6.3
It la aaaiimed that the air in mine roadways is inoompreaslbXe
mâ obeys Atkinson* a Laws* In addition* E’:lrelioff*a laws * on which the
whole of the oirouit theory of steady airflow is based* are used. From 
the previous work it is evident that the oago acts as a aour*oe of pressure 
loss or gain dependent on its velocity and the direction of its motion.
In the first Instance* the cage will be considered moving in
the upper part of the dowaoast shaft only* between a and b
B% (&2 + &#g)Then hf 4- hq # % 1
( il Ri +'p% + % g  j
m û Q
Rg • !■ % 2  
“ %  *" %
0:Æ 6.1
6.2
6.5
From équations 6.2 and 6.5
Q*'
1*0.
Hence;
Rg + % 2
%
= (Q * Ql)
1
%  *î”
wwiwww 
%
%
1 •{• j %  * % 8
wnfoa*
%
r
p % %  % 2
m
similarly# Qg e» q
l f % 2t'aVE»___
r/% •V®2 *’■ %m,
iT5.
■/% + % 2
6.4
* .
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Therefore* on the basis of the simple network theory, for 
time steady conditions, the quantity of air flowing in each horizon 
depends on the resistances of the various brancha a and the oharaoteristioe 
of the various souroes* The eouroes* in this ease, are the fan end the 
oage, their pressiu*e drops both being involved in the % term of equations 
6.4 and 6#5 (see equation 6*1)*
The only condition whan the pressure cLmp of the cage can cause 
a reversal of airflow Is when the oaga la moving ^ igalnst the airflow in the 
shaft* In these circumstances the circuit has two fans acting in opposite 
directions* Only in the normally highly improbable condition when the 
pressure heads produced by fm. and cage are equal will the ali'flow in the 
mine be stopped and in this caae, both, horizons will be affected equal.ly#
The case will now be considered where the cage has passed the 
inset at the upper horizon and is moving in the lower part of the downcast shaft 
between b and o* Under these oiroumstance#
^%1 ** ^1%^ ^ hp # # * * , * * * * * * * * , , « * @ * # * 6 * 6  6*6
and (Rjjg + Eg) 0| i- hq “ 6,^
Ab before Q% t Q
Equations 6*6 and 6*T are both second order of % and a general 
solution of these fox* and 9^ would involve the fourth order*
However, the main concexm here is with find the conditions such 
that the air flow In the upper horizon would be stopped, l#e*, the special 
case of %  S» 0*
Bxipposo « 0, then Qg «» % and. équations 6*6 and 6*7 then
become*
,2
%)1
mid (%2 t « B respectlvsly*
giving hf 4- %)Q,'
and * IIq ^ (lipg Bg}Qp respectively.
heme* hf
%HT.., 4
% 2  ^
(’•Ro) 6.8
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Iquatlon 6.0 thus âefiaes the aomlitions neceaeory to cause 
the cassation of alr*fXow in the upper Wrimon.
The negative alga of h^ implies that the effeot of the Oage 
must he to give a negative preeaure ioae* i.e. a preaeure $wh%$ In 
other worda* the cage acts as m  additional fan i% the lower part of the dom* 
oast shaft* causing flow in the same ee&ae as the main one. Oomeeqmmtly, 
on3.y when the cage is moving in the same direction as the air will these 
oiroumatanoos be possible*
As stated above * equation 6»B defines the conditions, but some 
qualification 1$ meeeaavy since the quantities flowing, the fan and cage 
pressure drops and the reeietauces are all interdependent# Its ’solution 
must therefore be based on some system of continuous approximation#
la S: first step it would be necessary to find, from the fan and 
mine Oharaotarisiioa, the fan pressure and quantity with the oaga atationaxy# 
Knowing these values* and the resistances of the various branches the 
pressure drop which the cage must produce can be calculatod* Hence* knowing 
the shaft air velocity* the cage velocity* to give the required conditions* 
could be found# At each subsequent step* the pressures and speeds would 
be adjusted to maintain these airflow conditions#
Conversely, knowing the branch reals tances and the cage dimensions 
end design speed, the minimum fan pressure to give conditions of no flow in 
the top horizon could be calculated#
6 # ?
# 0  mquircé fm- be mob #mt #eae
would m t  #%%e;('W$Wly # #  # #  # w m l o m  1 #  ##%a em%M W
mi-Wbly
1% m et W m id %h# #1# appW'^ # #  elagi# c%$e ^ # # 0
mly* #'# # $#0 om# # #  m  #hma la t M
<we#I ewh c W w  eu$# In w  met preemtma ##i w  Im#*
Ig% M # # # k  im # W  % #  y^e%em* the cage '
w  m m lly  m%%eh Mam #W% & r & ##gle c#e$
Bqmtlo# 6#B cm m il # # y  to # e  m#e *x w#0
# #  I m w  of #w ###o% sWft from point# 4 #  #
mm# of bo# the # ffee#  cW imely W MdiMv## giv#g
^ h^ fer '#$ %h# #^ e mcvimg i#c mme mn#.
# #  of cmrm- lim ited to tm  M# i t
1$ h### #ae w ill W% #  #Mâ ;$mma mc%# l l # t  on %w pjrcMsa#
On %%# #ÆW p$i%g$le%l mid# It ##" %# eaM $%%&b #  predwa #% '
ma the #  # e  # e  wrl^en* #e  f i l l
'y^
w ff&ei&nt# wd wmequBmtly 1W of tW* ease muM Mve %$' W quite
lerge# Fmm the ^ la #  of v lw  of m^el i t  may be am w ll #
matlm alee t%$ # m  mmamilng 1m %#0t to meewe # #
#t # peiat n$ f w  a# p^ f^ eibl# fVm the Imaot# '^mh WrWl$ig-wa 1# 
cm,^ ed ty  ## pm m # e f #M c### #W^h )^ oW,d qiilW m elly remult 1  ^ewG^n^ ew 
m adln#*
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The toet résulté and theoretical eohemee have boon 
fully diecueaeé in their appropriate seotione# The oonelueione, 
both general and specific^  #leh can be drawn from this work, will 
be presented here#
From the Stationaiy Oago Tests of Chapter 3 it Can be
Said that
(a) Allowing for its fluctuations, the Flowmeter reading can be 
taken as the true mean Vdooity pressure of the air flowing in 
the duet# ïïee of a oorreetion factor of unity for the mean 
velocity results in an error of not more than 5 perq#ett, for 
the range of air speeds involved#
<b) Tlia ttso o£ the P.S.G. P ia valid providad
^  P
thh P.D.Q. la that of all tha oemponanta of the oootion of 
dusting in use.
(o) The assumption that the overall P*D#0« of a test length is
7.2
the algCbroio am of the of its various ompmmts,
measured pçporatdy is #ly very approximato# It has hmt 
ohovm that interforonoo botwèon cage and shaft furnishings 
ûnmm the oago moasurod in the lined tost length and
oaloulatod as dosoribod, to ho more than twioo the value obtained 
ia the unlinod duoting.
(d) The Value of oago F.B.O. may he assumed constant for any
position in the duet# The error incurred in doing so in the 
present ease amounts to less than 4 p #  cent.
Ce) ïhteraotion between the two eages Causes their eombinod P.D.O., 
in the side#%wside position, to be approximately twice #at 
when they are far apart*
(f) The zone of direct interaction is about twice the cage leag#*
(g) The relative position of cage and bunt one exerts a groat 
influence on the measured value of cage F.B.O. for a single 
cage,, a staggered bunton arrangement results in a mailer 
amplitude of f.B.0. wave than an even arrangement. This is 
due to the fact that with the former configuration, the same 
number of buntons (3) are nearly always in contact with the
7.3
cage; iflth the latter# the mmber of bimtone producing
interference offeoto varies from 2 to 4*
%  short, .the hmton arvmgment affects the 
mammy of any meacuremmte, the mmhcn* of them ohviouely
affects the total comMned P#*0 » of cage and buntono*
In Ohapter .4#- Dr. ■Eyncare*o Brmsuro Drop Theory 
has been presented# The following are of importance.
(a) cn the basis of some simplifying asmraptiona, the relationship 
between the P.D.G, 0^  of a cage and its length £' in the
Smrn
0^ » 0 t t/E
where e and t are conetants, independent of ^  , has been 
re^ vcrified.
(b) For a stationary cage it has been shown that
/  %s? 0‘j^  f  k • 4- Bg 4
and for two stationary cages, 0ide#by##sido,
B
7.4
Oo I I % = e,Hi , 1^ .
the 703Pious symisoîs 1i®3ag Sefanocl in the tosti
$he reaulta "0:0 tWae pi’àvioua isxvostigatioiBS have heen 
used to bheîïô theee eqh&ticma a».d good correiLation has heen dbtaîned 
between thowetieal and iaea9«s?ea sposults.
(o) Formulae have also been put forward for finding the P.D.6«'s 
of moving cages* They are similar to the above» plus terms 
involving the cage speed*
(d) The mlnimm F.D*0*'s occur when the cages are stationary.
(e) For the case of reotangular cages in a circular shaft, it can 
bo assumed that tJie fill coefficient is independent of the 
ratio of the perimeters of cage qnd shaft#
Chapter 5» describing the Moving Cage Tests# indicates 
tho following general conclusions.
(a) IS with the stationary cages, tlie %)S of buaton arrangement 
exerts a very great influence on the F.D.C, of a moving cage. 
This has the greatest effect on the recording when the Cage
7.$
veloùity mtlo la low* Ao thla ratio ineroaaos, 
the offoot m  tho mammy of tho roeordod traco boecmoa loaa 
îîotioablo.
(h) !&e dlrootlm of motioa of the oago a groat iafluoxioo
on tho oago P.D.G# When tho Oago m m m  agalnot tho air, Ito 
P#B#0# inoroapoaf moving with tho air# the P*D#G. dooroasoa* 
fhi difforonoo from the stationary va3.uo inoroaaos as the oago 
apoid/eir vol0oi%r ratio inoroaooa*
(q) A voXoolty proamr# reading at the oentre of tho duct orooo# 
aootion provides a mere aoourate method of estimating the 
reduction in airflmf when the oagoc pass one another# than tx 
direct recording of the flowmeter proscnre,
(d) For the cage apmdc and air velocities used here# the
reduction in airaglw duo to tho cages passing each other may 
he assumed the same for &th moving and stationary mg#*
(è) For the range of cage epeede end air velooitiee available# 
no Increase in the P*D.G. of two cages paeaing# cmpared with 
the stationary side^ hy#eide value# could he detected* If 
this effect is to he shown# some modification tdll he neceeeary 
m  that much higher Cage apeede can he used*
7.6
( f )  Oaaparison o f aomo moving cage te s t resu lts  t^ ith  the 
th e o re tica lly  prW&oted valum o f Caga showed a
fa ir  degree o f o o rrd a tim * Tho d iff ic u lty  o f measuring 
the true  moan ve lo c ity  proaawo when the cog# are movi%ig 
in  the duct# eap#i#lXy a t the higher 0^ v a lu # , appoaro 
to  be one of the main Caitsoa o f dlsoropamy#
M  Ohaptw 6 an attempt vm made to analysa tho 
conditions nooossoiy to oauso the reversal of airflow in the upper 
level of a two horiaon mine w ith  sing le oago winding in one o f its 
shafts.
The fo llow ing have merged fran the ana lysii*
(a) The eonditiens nmmûmf fo r stopping the airflow in the 
upper horizon are g iv #  by
m
wh«?0 t!ie v©3?iou8 qumXltW aro daflnod in OhaptW 6.
(b) To produoo thœa «sonditions» tho oega jnust be tPavailing
M  tho am# dlr#otloîî. ae th# aixjKla-r ûm the %mm pa3?t of
tho dmmoaet or tW.%oaet ahmft* %)rMmo:Wg a 
prmamr# ge^ m#
Ce) Mhm ooaâuotlBg testa* the àir qmatities shoaXâ ho meaourod 
ai5 im  oB pQ$0ihtB # #  the ehaft iraaeta where loeai 
cllètWbme# might affeet the Inetrmmt readlmge*
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